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CAMERON PARISH:

CHALLENGES AND GPPORTUNITIKS

SUMI<IARV

A summary of the development oppor-
tunities by key issue or economic sector is
presented below. The opportunities are
discussed in terms of immediate actions/

activities projects that can be done now,
near-tenn that can be realized within tlie
next two years, and longer-term ones that
wiH require five or more years.

This report contains the observations and
recommendations made by the 14-member
Cameron Parish Study Team  study team!
following an intensive economic develop-
ment assessment of the parish conducted
during the week of January 6-10, 1997. The
assessment had as its primary objectives to
�! help identify the parish's key economic
development challenges and opportunities;
�! help develop sustainable, environ-
rnentaHy sensitive programs to capitalize on
opportunities; �! make leaders and the
general pubhc aware of these opportunities
and challenges and their potential role in
helping the area's economy; and �! develop
ideas that encourage government, business,
and the community to work cooperatively on
approaches that link economic prosperity
and environmental stewardship. The
assessment was performed using a rapid
rural appraisal  RRA! which differs
considerably from the more traditional, time
consuming, and expensive methods of
collecting information and reporting.

LAND LOSS AND ENVIRONMENTAL

ISSUES

In terins of land area, Cameron Parish is the
largest parish in Louisiana, covering over
1,400 square iniles  900,000 acres!. Of this
total, Louisiana Department of Wildlife and

Fisheries 1988 data identified approximately
750,000 acres to be coastal wetlands. Many
of the coastal marsh habitats in the parish,
however, are disappearing at an average
annual rate exceeding two square miles per
year. Camerou Parish wetlands are
extmnely valuable to all citizens, not only
because of the commercial, recreationaL and
cultural benefits they provide to the parish,
but also because of the important biological
and physical process benefits. Important
coastal wetland functions include:

~ providing a buffer against hurricanes and
storms

~ holding excess flood water during high
rainfall or high tides

~ recharging groundwater aquifers used for
drinking and irrigation

~ cleaning water by filtering pollutants and
taking up nutrients

High rates of coastal wetland loss within the
parish are expected to continue if existing
restoration projects are not implemented and
maintained. The future of Cameron Parish
wetlands wiH be bleak if additional
aggremve actioii is not taken Seafood
landings will decline, oil and gas production
infrastructure  pipelines, production
facilities, processing stations! will be at risk,
public utility company infrastructure  utihty
lines, transfer stations, etc.! wiH be
jeopardized, and the potential for nature-
based tourism enterprises will decline. In
addition, all Cameron Parish communities
 Holly Beach, Cameroti, Creole, Grand
Chenier, Hackberry, and Grand Lake! Sweet
Lake! will become much more vulnerable to
udal surges from future tropical storrus and
hurricanes.



There is also a real possibility that without
quick action Louisiana Highway 82 wiQ be
lost This highway connects the east and
west halves of the parish and represents a
vital hurricane evacuation route for
Johnson Bayou residen ts. AdditionaHy,
valuable marshes located just north of the

ghway are at grea't risk from saltwater'
intrusion.

~ Seek technical information on the impacts
of continued sand mining on the beaches
and cheniers of Cameron Parish.

~ Continuously nominate beneficial
restoration projects for funding through
Coastal Wetlands Plrunmng, Protection
and Restoration Act  CWPPRA!.

Longer-Term Action

Wetland resource-based oppoftumties ale
itless in Cameron Parish. Sustainable

development is intricately Imked to healthy
coastal wetlands, and direct efforts lnust be
made to protect and conserve the parish's
productive marsh habitat.

Immediate Action

Organize and appoint an official Wetland
Advisory Committee.
Organize and appoint a parishwide
Drainage Board Advisory Group.

~ Help revitalize the concept of a Coalition
of Coastal Parishes.

Near- Term Action

Appoint/retain an official Cameron Parish
environmental project staff person.
Develop a comprehensive Carneron
Parish Wetland Conservation Plan.

Develop a detailed wetland mitigation
program.

Develop a comprehensive Cameron
Pansh Drainage Plan.

~ Investigate the feasibility of incorporating
a wetland functions and values curriculum

in the Cameron Parish public school
system.

' Initiate a joint meeting between the
Cameron Parish Police Jury and the
Jefferson County, Texas, local govern-
rnerlt to discuss issues relative to the
Mposed. expanded ttse of Sabine River
water,

~ Seek state and national support for
reinstatement of Outer Continental Shelf

 OCS! mineral revenue sharing.
~ Investigate the feasibility of establishing

an increased state oil and gas severance
tax revenue-sharing formula.

~ Seek approval for using locally raised
revenues as cost sharing for federal
restoration funding.

~ Facilitate an effective engineering
solution to the highway erosion crisis in
western Cameron Parish.

~ Efforts should be made by the parish to
assure that opportunities for creating or
restoring interior rnarshes through the
beneficial placement of dredge material.

~ Seek long-term funding for priority
restoration projects.

~ Seek state and national support for
correcting the problems caused by
navigation and flood control projects.

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

According to the U.S. Department of
Commerce fisheries statistics. in 1994 the

dockside value of Louisiana's fishery
products was $336 miHion. The state's 1.7
billion pounds of fishery products repre-
sented 42 percent of the total commercial
fishery landings in the Gulf of Mexico
region for that year. Caineron Parish ranks
second in total landings for the state, and in
1995, some 279 miHions pounds crossed
Carneron docks. The area has historically



been known for its fisheries production, and
the industries associated with this production
are primarily oysters, menhaden, shrimp,
crabs, and some finfish. All of these industries
are weD-established. Current levels of pro-
duction and ernployrnent have remained
relatively stable, and these figures ate not
likely to change in the immediate or near-tenn.

Menhaden represents the inost important
fishery in terms of volume of production and
value for Carneron Parish The production
volume and dockside value of shrimp have
remained fairly constant over the last several
years. The cornrnercial finfish fishery has
declined in recent years due to Act 1316�
the phasing out of gill nets � which passed in
1995. No change in these laws is likely to
take place and affect the fishery Crabs
appear to be a large, silent economy in
Cameton Parish. The value of this fishery
has recently surpassed that of the finfish
industry. Oyster production is limited to
Calcasieu Lake and West Cove.

The issues being faced by the commercial
fishing industry are long terin and regionaL
lt is expected that the industry will experience
snine contraction in the next few years, which
will result in the loss of jobs. The nearshore
finfish industry will most likely feel the
gteatest iinpact, but it is still uncertain how
great this impact wiII be. In addition, there is
a notable lack of organizational leadership
within commercial fisheries. There are no

quick fixes for this industry. But awareness
and sensitivity to the issues facing it will help
parish leaders assist this industry over the
long-term. The parish might consider helping
by implementing the following strategies and
actions.

Immediate and Near-Tenn Action

~ Regulatory changes are inevitable and the
commercial fishing industry will further

contract. Parish leaders should be prepared
for an increased level of unemployment
and consider offering retraining
opportunities.
Efforts should be directed at educating the
general public and other industries in the
parish about the economic iinportance, as
weil as the cultural significance of the
industry both locally and regionally.

~ Fisheries leaders should be sought and
included in all strategic planning efforts.

~ Parish leaders should participate, as well as
encourage industry participation, in state,
regional, and federal regulatory proofs
that affect this industry's resources.

~ Parish leaders should encourage resource
allocation decisions that ensure that no

single user group acquires exclusive rights
to access.

Longer- Term Action

~ A public dock is badly needed by the
industry. It could serve needs for fuel, ice,
and safe harbor Prior to embarking on
such an effort, however planners will have
to prepare a detailed analysis of the out-
look for Cameron and regional fisheries

~ A crab processing facility on Calcasieu
Lake would enable the parish to capture
this important value-added opportunity.

AGMCULTURE

The 1992 Census of Agriculture reports
258,035 acres of land in farms in Cameron
Parish, divided among 453 farms  U.S.
Department of Coniraerce!. Average farm
size in the parish is 570 acres, compared with
the state average of 306 acres. However, the
market value of agricultural products sold per
farm is only $16+51 in Cameron Parish,
versus $62,666 statewide. Land suitable for
crops is limited in Cameron Parish, The
primary agricultural commodiues are rice
�0 producers!, soybeans  six producers!,



hay �12 producers!, and cattle �40
producers!.

ln tertns of the outlook, rice production in
southwest Louisiana and Cameron Parish
has higher costs and lower yields than other
regions of Louisiana and the U.S. making it
difficult to compete in global markets. This

dvantage has been offset to an extent by
federal agricultural policy, which has
historically provided the price and income
support that made rice production profitable
in the southwest area of the state. The
Federal Agricultura1 Improvement and
Reform  FAIR! Act of 1996 fundamentally
changed federal agricultural policy by
removing the link between income support
payments and farm prices.

Without further changes in federal agricul-
tural policy, rice producers will be totally
dependent on market prices for income after
2002 The future of rice production in
Cameron Parish will depend on world
market prices, the productivity of individual
fanning operations, and the management
ability of farm operators. Soybeans have
never received income support from
federal progratns, and producers wiII not
receive lump sum payments under the
FAIR Act.

Currently, cattle ranching and hay produc-
tion are the next best alternative uses for
agricu! tuel land in Cameron Parish.
These lands could also be used for craw-
fish fartning and for waterfowl hunting
purposes.

Immediate Action

' Market prices for rice and soybeans have
been favorable in the last two years and
ate ~expected to continue so in the near
fiona- Cattle and calf prices should begin
~ upswing in the cattle cycle in the near

future that could continue for the next
several years.
Crawfish production is an opportunity
that is extremely labor intensive. »r
more information, contact Kevin Savoie,
the fisheries agent for Cameron and
Calcasieu parishes.

Near-Term Action

~ Research and technology may offer
solutions to some of the problems faced
by Cameron Parish rice producers.
Genetically altered seed varieties will be
coming into the market in the next several
years.

~ Some producers in southwest Louisiana
are currently experimenting with sugar-
cane as an alternative crop. Producers are
utilizing rail and truck transport to
exiSting millS in the SoutheaSt pOrtion Of
the state. However, rail transport is not
available in Carneron Parish and tnay
prevent consideration of this alternative.

~ Lease-fee hunting has long been a source
of outdoor recreation for Louisianians
who do not own lands of suitable size or

quality for hunting This type of hunting
often represents a major source of income
for ]andowners.

Longer- Term Action

Agricultural producers will need to
evaluate the potential for alternative
crops, such as kenaf, in comparison with
the traditional crops of rice, soybeans,
hay, and cattle.
Landowners should also be prepared to
consider other nonagricultural alterna-
tives for land use, including government
prograxns for returning converted
wetlands to their original condition.



COASTAL RECREATION AND
TOURISM

Tourism offers an excellent opportunity for
rural parishes such as Carneron to diversify
their economic base. Carneron has a cultural

heritage and wealth of natural resources that
can be a source for capitalizing on tourism,
especially in the increasingly popular
nature-based tourism.

Cairteron can derive great benefits from
nature-based tourism, but it is not likely, nor
desirable, that large developments take
place. Local ownership and investment in
tourist attraction.s and services are essential.

Cameron is already weII known for birding,
but currently this is primarily a day-trip
inarket. Other visitors come to the area to

use the resources, but do not spend much
tnoney. Carneron needs to capture this
revenue through tourism-related service
industries such as hotels and cabins.

Immediate Aciion

~ Hospitality training is needed not only for
the front-line workers in hotels and

restaurants, but also for employees at bait
shops, convenience stores, the parish
library, gas stations, government offices,
the sheriff 's office, ferry landings, and
everyone who is likely to serve visitors.

~ Though brochures were developed in the
past, new ones should be printed updating
information. They should be kept
updated and on the shelves.

~ Highway pull-offs along LA 82 should be
investigated and proinoted to accornmo-
date not just emergency situations, but
also birders, anglers, and outdoor
enthusiasts.

~ Access to water-based recreation is a

priority among outdoor enthusiasts,
particularly the availability of bank or

pier fishing, which is extremely important
for the many who cannot afford boats or
guides. In addition to the development
along the Jetty Road, a fishing pier at
Holly Beach would be well utilized.
Nonhunting and fishing opportunities
such as birding, shelling, biking, hiking,
and the swimining beaches need to be
more effectively promoted, taking
advantage of the recently designated,
Creole Nature Trail National Scenic

Byway.
Rutherford and Holly beaches are very
nice but in need of iestrooms and possibly
concessions.

The parish should continue to support the
development of private-sector marsh and
wildlife tours in the wildlife refuges.
There needs to be continued promotion of
the Fur and Wildhfe Festival as an
authentic event and revitalization of the

Cajun Riviera Festival is needed.
The Internet is a tremendous tool for

marketing and for obtaining information,
as travellers can become well informed

about Cameron when considering their
travel plans. It is a relatively inexpensive
mechanism for providing information to
tourists and potential tourists.

Near- Terin Action

The shortest route in terms of actual

mileage froin Houston to New Orleans is
LA 82 to LA 14 to US 90. This would

serve as a perfect nature-based tounsm
route, including a continuation of the
Texas Coastal Birding Trail, It could be
featured as "Alternate 10."

Parish officials should arbitrate between

Holleyman-Sheely-Henshaw Sanctuary
representatives and the Little Rorida
Subdivision to reach reasonable

accommodation between the subdivision
residents and naturalists.



~ Because of the popularity of shore and
surf fishing in Cameron Parish, the beach
stabilization rock breakwaters parallel to
the beach on Highway 82 are a valuable
asset. Maintenance of access to this shore
fishing oppoftuluty Ls essentiaL
Docks and stores for bait, gas, ice, and
other supplies are needed by fishing
guides and the public. Having these
facilities would also capture money
within the parish that anglers are cur-
ready spending outside the parish.

~ There are over 15,000 hunters who
commute from outside the parish.
Accommodations, supplies, and boat
launching and docking facilities are
needed to keep these people overnight.

Longer-Term Action

' Monkey Mand represents a rue oppor-
tunity for the parish. Carneron and
developers have the opportunity to
carefully plan attractively-built marinas,
motels, service facilities, stores, condo-
mimums, and entertainment areas.

~ The parks developed by the Carneron
recreation districts all are well used and
oN'er local recreational opportunities. The
areas need to be studied, and the potential
to add or redirect the recreational devel-
opment is needed.

~ It would be very desirable if a state park
was constructed in Carneron Parish as part
of the implementation of the state's 1997-
2012 State Parks Master Plan.

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL
DKVKLOPMENT

In terms of einployment, the parish
experienced growth in the construction,
manufacturing, retail trade, finance,

urance, real estate, and the service sectors
between 1985 and 1993. In some cases,

employment growth was quite strong,
surpassing growth rates in the state or the
country as a whole. Yet, one of the hardest
hit sectors for Cameron Parish was the
mining sector.

Oil and gas extraction has historically been
of great importance to Carneron Parish, not
just because of the large deposits and
activities that take place within the parish's
jurisdiction, but also because of its prox-
imity to oil and gas reserves in the Gulf of
Mexico. Sea Grant estimates that as much
as 60 percent of the nonagricultural employ-
ment in Cameron Parish is somehow related
to oil and gas extraction.

Fisheries and wildlife are also a big part of
the economic base of Carneron Parish. In
1995, fisheries and wildlife produced a gross
farm value of $28.5 million in the parish
with $2L3 million a result of two products,
shrimp and menhaden. Seafood handling
and processing are by far the largest value
added/export activities within the parish.
The agricultural sector does not have as big
an economic impact on Carneron Parish as
do fisheries and wildlife. Waterway use is
an important aspect of the economic base
of Cameron Parish. In 1994, there were
126 people employed in water transporta-
tion Nature-based toorism, also known as
ecotourisrn, provides a nonconsumptive
means of using the wildlife and land
resources within the parish. That same year
there were an estimated 900 people
employed in local comriierce activities in
the parish

Grand Lake, in the northern part of the
parish, is experiencing some population
growth associated with suburban growth in
Lake Charles and relocations from the
southern part of Cameron Parish. This
growth offers business opportunities in
commercial retail and services.



The oil and gas extraction sector is, accord-
ing to Dr. Loren C. Scott, an econoniics
professor at LSU, "one of the truly bright
spots in the  state' s! economy...". The
outlook is one of optirnisrn and high
expectations for deepwater Gulf exploration
and production for the next two decades.
Thcze is, however, concern over the
deteriorating physica1 infrastructune  notably
roads, bridges, ports and terminals, indus-
trial lands, water supplies, solid waste.
disposal, sewerage, etc.! and the need for
new construction There is also mounting
concern over fiscal issues and a trained work

force, as well as the mini-boom's impact on
coastal wetlands.

The forecast for water transportation also
looks promising, while the outlook for
coastal recreation and tourism activities is

mixed. Tourism is down slightly in New
Orleans, yet the southwest Louisiana casinos
continue to draw visitors, 'Ibe number of

Carneron Parish visitors should continue to

grow with the designation of the Creole
Nature Trail as a National Scenic Byway.
Some of the biggest winners in the recent
U.S. economy in terms of employment have
been in the services, financial, and
wholesalehetail trade sectors. As stated

earlier, these sectors, plus construction,
make up a big portion of local commercial
activities.

Immediate and Near- Term Action

~ Update Carneron's directory of business
and industry.
Simultaneously, a compilation needs to be
made conceriung available industrial
development properties within the parish.
The parish's industrial development
interests need to determine a development
direction and goals. There needs to be
broad-base support for any initiatives, and
the Cameron community, particularly the

business and service sector, must help
identify a track and set priorities.

~ An economic development strategy can
be planned that carefuHy considers "how
to get there from here". That is, what
approach es! should be used. It must be a
parish-led effort that involves the commu-
nity's leadership and the citizenry through
committees. Two approaches to be
considered are �! recruitment of indus-
trial, wholesale/retail trade, and service
businesses, and �! resident business and
industry retention and expansion

~ Once a plan is designed, parish leaders
must implement it and monitor the results
over a period of titne. A plan that sits on
a shelf is not a plan, it is simply a dream.
It is important to remember that business
and industrial development takes time and
effort.

Longer- Tenn Action

The parish should undertake a Cameron
Parish Resident Industry Program within
the next year or so. As part of the
program, the parish should work with
IMCAL and McNeese's SmaH Business

Development Center and set up a small
business education program.
To prepare for any opportunity that
might arise, the parish should coordinate
efforts of all development groups.
Presently there is a Chamber of
Commerce, an Economic Development
Task Force, a Tourism Commission, and

two port commissions. These groups
need to be better coordinated and work

together.
~ Not enough can be said about net-

working with ether interests in the region
and state, whether it is tourism devel-
opment, port and transportation
development, or organizations exploring
means for coping with changes in other
sectors. Regional approaches are needed



to solve many of these crucial problems;
, little long-tetzn progress can be

made.

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Electric power is supplied to homes,
businesses, and industrial facilities in
Cameron Parish by Gulf States Utilities
 GSU! and the Jefferson Davis Electric
Cooperative  JDEC!. The two companies
that provide natural gas to Catneron Parish
are ENTEX and United Gas Pipeline
Company. Five public water systems serve
the parish. Cameron's main transportation
arteries are state highways 27 and 82.

Highway 82 is in serious jeopardy. The
highway is not only an integral transpor-
tation artery for southwest Louisiana and
southeast Texas, but also a hurricane
evacuatio~ route for the communities of
Holly Beach, Constance Beach, Peveto
Beach, Ocean View Beach, and Johnson
Bayou. A preliminary feasibility ieport
estimated that the highway preservation
efforts would cost between $24 million and
$84 million.

Another key concern for vehicular traffic is
the toll crossing of the Calcasieu River Ship
Channel. Vehicles must now use a ferry
system that often exceeds I,000 vehicles per
day, For a number of years, local leaders
have sought the construction of a high-rise
fixed or mid-level moveable bridge. Pre-
liminary cost estimates range from $3 l
million for a mid-leve] moveable bridge
with a vertical lift span to $5I million for a
sitnilar bridge with twin swing spans, and
$44 million for a high-level, fixed structure.
A two-lane tunnel has been estiinated to cost
$83 miihon. Some consideration has been
given to adding a second ferry in lieu of a
bridge crossing

The parish has no rail or scheduled air
service. Water transportation remains a
major form of transportation for the parish.
The Calcasieu Ship Channel, Mermentau
River, and Gulf Intracoastal Waterway are
the primary routes for the movement of
waterborne cargo to and Rom the parish At
this time, there are no public port facilities
in the parish.

Guneron's industrial development � notably
seafood processing and support operations
for the oil and gas sector � has taken place
on properties owned by private interests
Prime industrial properties are in short
supply The deinand has spurred interest in
additional lands for industrial developtnent,
particularly in the vicinity of Hackberry and
Caineron, and a great deal of attention has
focused on Monkey Island.

Immediate Action

~ Industrial development interests have
noted a need for a comprehensive
inventory of developable properties for
Carneron Parish.

~ The Monkey Island bridge issue must be
expedited Industrial development on the
island will not take place without it.
Once this is accomplished master
planning for Monkey Island should be
fast-tracked.

~ The protection and restoration of
Highway 82 must be made a top priority
for the entire parish, in fact, Louisiana

Near-Term Action

~ The parish, in cooperation with IMCAL
and the Imperial Calcasieu RCk.D, needs
to take a very serious look at the status
and needs of roads, streets, water
systems, sewage and solid waste disposal
systems, and prepare a plan. This is



needed in order to rank and undertake

projects that involve millions of dollars to
respond to infrastructure needs.

~ IMCAL, the West Cameron Port Com-

mission, and navigation interests in the
Hackberry area propose the establishment
of an anchorage area The project has
reached a point at which funding is
critical, and its future depends on the
interest of the Lake Charles-area maritime

community, notably the Harbor and
Terminal District Unless this interest and

a financial commitment is secured, the

project is not likely to take place in the
near-term.

~ In 1992, the U.S, Army Corps of
Engineers began a reconnaissance study
for the Port of Caineron located on the

Carneron Loop. According to the Corps,
the costs of all alternative channel

dimensions were always greater than the
average annual benefits returned for all
the plans. The Corps thus suspended the
study and placed the project in an inactive
category. But times have radically
changed, and Cameron leaders should
consider requesting that the Corps or the
state of Louisiana  through DQTD! revisit
this project in light of the increased deep-
water activity that has been witnessed
throughout the region.

~ The possibility of obtaining an additional
ferry from DOTD for the Calcasieu Ship
Channel crossing should be explored, as
this presents an interim solution to traQic
congestion and delays. This action is also
discussed in the Coastal Recreation and

Tourism Section.

Longer- Term Action

~ Cameron's greatest advantage from an
industrial development standpoint is its
proximity to the Gulf of Mexico, and
deepwater drilling presents an outstanding

opportunity. It has the opportunity for
becoming "Port Fourchon West," or a
staging area for the new generation of
offshore support vessels. But the window
of opportunity is a relatively small one
 up to 6ve years! as Cameron faces stiK
competition from Sabine Pass and
Galveston.

~ If the community wants this to take
place, it will need to tackle the issue of
local port development funding through
an ad valorem tax. It can no longer
entirely rely on federal and state monies

COh$4t.JNITY LEADERSHIP:
REINVENTING GOVERNMENT

Strong leadership is essential for sustained
economic development to take place in
Carneron. Furthermore, such leadership
inust be found beyond the traditional,
governmental arena. Cameron, much like
other parishes in the state, has historically
relied on its elected officials to carry the
overwhehning share of leadership
responsibilities. The leadership burden
needs to be better distributed with civic and

business groups, and the citizenry at-large.

Cameron has several organizations that can
help expand the leadership base. The
Chamber of Commerce and Lions Club are

the most prominent groups and in a position
to recruit new members and take on addi-

tional economic development responsi-
bilities. Church groups and cominercial
fisheries as9xiations might also consider
becoming active in the field, particularly in
the conflict resolution realm.

Leadership is no longer just being in charge.
It involves facilitating, motivating, learning,
tnentoring others, and collaborating and
cooperating with diverse groups and
individuals.



Because of these changing i oles ln govern-
ment and the needs of communities, many

es have reconsidered their form of
government. About a third of the state' s
parishes have concluded that, whereas the
police Jury system served them well during
many years when administrative and
legislative functions could be consolidated,
there is now a need to separate these
functions. Nineteen parishes have opted for
a new system that enables them to better
execute parish-wide decisions.

Cameron Parish should consider such a
change in light of the challenges and
opportunities that are described throughout
this report. Too many of the issues that
confront Cameron, notably those in
community and economic development, are
parishwide in nature. It is extremely
difficult for a ward-based system, such as
the Police Jury, to agree on parishwide
directions. A unifying executive voice,
elected at-large, is needed in order to
compete in this intense state, national, and
global arena. It might also be time for
Cameron Parish to consider the possible
incorporation of the towns of Cameron,
Hackberry, and Holly Beach.
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INTRODUCTION

Michael Liffmann, Assistant Executive Director
Office of Sea Grant Development

BACKGROUND

Study Team Approach

This report contains the observations and
recommendations made by the 14-member
Carneron Parish Study Team  study team!,
following an intensive economic develop-
ment assessment of the parish conducted
during the week of January 6-10, 1997
Socioecononuc statistics and a map of
Cameron Parish are contained in

Appendix A. The study team was orga-
nized and coordinated by the Louisiana Sea
Grant College Program at LSU, with the
assistance of the Louisiana Cooperative
Extension Service, LSU Agricultural Center.
The study was conducted at the request of
the Cameron Parish Police Jury  Police
Jury! and its Economic Development
Group.

The assr~ment had as its primary objec-
tives to �! help identify the parish's key
economic development challenges and
opportunities; �! help develop sustainable,
environmentally sensitive programs to
capitalize on opportunities; �! make leaders
and the general public aware of these
opportumties and challenges and their
potential role in helping the area's economy;
and �! develop ideas that encourage
government, business, and community to
work cooperatively on approaches that link
economic prosperity and environmental
stewardship.

The study team was assembled following a
reconnaissance in Cameron on October 28,
1996. Members were selected according to
their expertise and the parish's economic
development ideas as articulared by the

Economic Development Group and Police
Jury. The team included:

Dr. Paul CoreiL Assoc@le Specialist, Louisiana
Cooferrtive Extension Service, LSU Agricultural
Center and Study Team CeCoordirurtor

Hinor ~ven, Director, Division of Outdoor
Recierrrion, Office of State Parks

Dr. Sandy Dooley, Specialist, Louisiana Cooperative
Extension Servim, LSU Agricultural Center

Rochelle Michaud-Dugas, Governor's OQice of
Rural Development

Ted Falgout, Greaten Lafourche Pon Commission
Dr. Bill Good, Coastal Management Division,

Louisiana Department of Natural Resources
Brenda Henning, Assistant to Executive Director,

Office of Sea Grant Development, LSU
Dr. S teve Henning, Associate Professor, Department

of Agricultural Economics k Agribusiness, LSU
Michael Llffrnanrr, Assistant Executive L'iirector,

Office of Sea Grant Development, LSU, and
Study Team CoCoordinator

Dr, Ken Roberts, Specialist, Louisiana Cooperative
Extension ~ LSU Agricultural Center

Robin Roberts, Reset Assciciate, Office of
Sea Grant Development, LSU

Jobnnie Tarver, Oftice of WiMlife, Deparnnent of
Wildlife and Fisheries

Dr. Deborah Tootle, Asslrgant Professor, Defurtment
of Sociology and Rural Sociology, LSU

Dr. Charles Wilson, Professrr, Ccxtstai F~
Institute, and Chair, Deparnnent of Oceanography
and Coastal Sciences

Kevin Savoie, Sea Grant's marine advisory
agent in the parish, served as liaison between
the Economic Development Group and the
study team.

The assessment was performed using a
rapid rural appraisal  BRA! which differs



considerably frotn the more traditional, time
consuming, and expensive methods of
coHecting information and reporting.
Louisiarut Sea Grant defines RRA as "an
intensive, qualitative survey that uses a
multidisciplinary team approach to help
communities identify challenges and
opportunities and formulate sustainable
solutions to the same." The technique is one
adapted from work done in the 1980s by
Dr. Frederick Smith of Oregon Sea Grant,
who used a similar method to assess oppor-
tunities for coastal and marine development
in Oregon, and from rapid rural appraisals
conducted by British and Australian
scientists "...seeking approaches to solving
complex problems, particularly those in
which people factors are prominent"
 Dunn, 1994!.

In this defmition, the word "qualitative"
refers to the descriptive nature of the
information collected and the quality of the
observations and ideas. It may involve an
assetnbly of insights rather than facts and
figures. This in effect is a challenge to the
conventional view that everything can be
measured. and a conf irrnation that the

expertise gained over the years by the study
team members is knowledge and, thus, valid
for the purposes of the ~ment. The
tertn "survey" is used loosely in the sense
that the information collected is gathered
primarily from sources in the field and
filtered through the perceptions of the study
team and other coHaborators. The intent of
surveys is to deliberately go about collecting
abundant detail and insight. The notion of
"sampling" is also loosely applied in that
information is gathered until patterns and
understanding emerge, but not necessarily m
a sttttistical or representative sense. The
"method" does not require that each step be
pre6sely followed, but rather an under-
standing that each study team member needs
to apply hMmr knowledge and skiHS to the

particular project. It invites them to modify
and adapt to fit the project situation. The
number of multidisciplinary team members
varies from project to project, but the team's
makeup always reflects diverse disciplines
and backgrounds that provide a range of
perspectives through which the information
can be analyzed and interpreted. Members
are encouraged to keep open minds about
challenges, opportunities, and sources of
solutions.

Louisiana Sea Grant's rapid app~ entail
several steps. The first one involves the
project coordinator's making a recon-
naissance visit to the study area and meeting
with selected local leaders to establish the

context of the proposed project while
beginning to identify major challenges and
perceived opportunities. The project
coordinator then defines specific issues and
objectives that help identify the necessary
disciplines and backgrounds needed for the
study team. The project team is assembled
by the project coordinator, and the
objectives are finalized. The project
coordinator, in cooperation with the local
liaison s!, then prepares a blueprint that
provides study team members and local
collaborators with further guidance on the
study process, anticipated outcomes, and
logistical details. The study is then
conducted over three to five days at the end
of which local coHaborators are invited to
hear an oral presentation of the team's
findings. A written report is issued six
months after the field study is completed.

Louisiana Sea Grant began using this
method in 1987 when it was looking for a
means to interact more effectively with
rural, coastal leaders and to stimulate
strategic thinking concerning sustainable
economic development, notably coastal
recreation and tourism. The intent was to
enable communities to think strategically
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and provide ideas on how to im~~
planning by considering strength
weaknesses, challenges, and opporn i<~
Prior to this study, similar ~m~~ had
been conducted ill plaquernines Cameron
St- Mary, and St. Bernard parishes the th
Mississippi Delta parishes of East and West
Carroll and Madison, and the town of Grand
Isle.

Grnreron "s PreparednessIor gcznom'
Development r'n tire 21st Cenauy

On January 9, 1997, on the occasion of the
Cameton Parish study team's exit presen-
tation to the Police Jury and Economic
Development Group of the interim findings
and recommendations. Michael Liffrnann,
the project coordinator, made the opening
remarks. The following is an elaboration of
his cornrnents,

"On behalf of my colleagues, I'd like to
once again express our sincerest appre-
ciation for the outstanding hospitality that
was extended to us by your parish during the
course of the week. There are too many
individuals to acknowledge by name, but we
catainly want to recognize the tnernbers of
the Police Jury; its administrator, Ms. Tina
Horne; State Representative Dan Flavin and
his staff, Scott Henry and other members of
the parish's Economic Development Group;
the Lions Club; the East and West Cameron
port cornrnissions; the Tourist Commission;
Chamber of Commerce; the business
community; and, of course, Guthrie Perry
and the rest of the very kind Department
of WildHfe and Fisheries staff at the

RockefeUer Wildlife Refuge, who saw to
our many needs during the week.

"Our primary objective in conducting this
rapid appraisal was to help Cameron identify
its main economic development challenges
and opportunities. Louisiana Sea Grant and

the Louisiana Cooper >
ce have been working with you for a

number of years. Firm@ paul Coreil and,
now, Kevin Savoie have served as marine
agents in the parish and worked with many
coastal user groups- In ru <<~ +e

community, sponsored m part by
Sea Grant, has worked erctensively on
fisheries and wetlands-related issues. And
as most of you recall, in the mid 1980s you
helped launch Sea Grant's work in coastal
tourism and recreatiort by allowing us to do
an assessment that was similar in rnethod-
ology to the one we are reporting on today.

"So we have seen the highUghts and low
points of your recent history. Cameron's
economic woes of the last ten years or so
have been hashed and rehashed. And

although the near-term economic situation
appears to be improving, thanks to the recent
resurgence of the oil and gas industry, the
long-tenn outlook is still troubling when you
consider that your very lifeline, the Gulf
shore and coastal wetlands, are literally
disappearing. If the lang term is of concern,
and it should be, then I offer some friendly
suggestions on how yoe can better prepare
to tackle the daunting tasks that lie ahead
and are sure to increase in an unprecedented
and fast-paced fasltion. I would like to
spend a few minutes sharing our views on
how Cameron can better prjepare for its
future and help to shape it, rather than being
entirely vulnerable to what happens beyond
its boundaries.

in that we h
oppofturuty to travel tbrou~out + p~

y leaders � government,
and ~~c. W'e also took time and

visited in Lake Charles arid Jennings and
h~manyou~~dmg id d could

utu c. But the leaders also
poiled out that most id s ds an projects

ve not develop b yond the ~g or
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study phases There simply has been no
clime part of the problem stems from the
fact that the palish s cornmuQlty alld

leadership core is too small and
needs to broaden its base to better plan and
~y imp]emenL We see signs of this
through the formation of the Chamber of
Commerce, tourist commission, Economic
Development Group, and activation of the
West Guneron Port Comtuission. Cameron
is fortunate in that many retirees have
stepped up and taken on major civic
responsibiTities. Many of these eager
individuals have spent years pursumg ideas
and projects, and others need to step up and
help. Younger leaders need to be recruited
and groomed for the future. More "doers"
need to be attracted; more "movers and

shikers" are needed. Perhaps the oil and
gas service industry can help in this regard
through its management staff.

"In addition, you have many boards, com-
mittees, and commissions with overhpping
responsibilities. As your planning pro-
gnoses, you inight give some thought to
better integrating parishwide economic
development efforts by consolidating or
abolishing some of these entities. The
Economic Development Group is a good
example of a parishwide body that could
serve as a home for overall development
activities. But it also needs to broaden its
base and involve others in a ineaningful
way. The group, for example, might take the
lead in preparing a community-based plan
for the entire parish. Such a plan does not
need to be prepared by consultants. You can
do it yourself. It requires the parish to think
about its future=objectives that it wants to
pursue, strategies for pursuing them, and
actions for carrying them out,

~e aLso noted that a yeat deal of energy
has beeri expended on ideas or

p ojects that for one reason or another did
go very far For instance, consider the

fate of Caineron's biggest and most sought
public works project � the high-rise bridge
over the Calcasieu Ship Channel. For over
40 years, leaders have been building a strong
case for such a structure on the basis of
hurricane evacuation, vehicular tragic
needs, economic development, and inte-
gration of the eastern and western portions
of the parish. But now unfortunately the
project does not appear feasible and lacks
significant support beyond Cameron. It is
perceived to be too expensive, considering
the alternative use of ferries, and does not
seem popular at all among the powerful,
deepwater navigation interests. By
developing a community-based plan, you
can better determine whether to continue

expending time and energy to inake the
project feasible, or to consider alternatives
such as increased ferry services.

'The bottom line is that the parish as a
whole needs to consider its future, establish
priorities, and go about planning and
carrying out the necessary actions. I might
add, that when you embark on the task of
setting priorities, do not forget the natural
resources that you are truly blessed with.
You need to consider actions to address the
problems that aKict many of your coastal
wetlands and Highway 82, which serves as a
buffer between the Gulf and the marsh. The
wetlands habitat for fish and wildlife

resources, and the coastline places you in an
enviable position of proxiinity to the Gulf
and its resources. You wiH need to work

overtime at making choices and finding
ways to encourage government, business,
and the comruunity to cooperate on
approaches that link future econoinic pros-
perity with preservation and conservation of
your remarkable environment. This is what
wN make Cameron's economic develop-
ment sustainable.

>Ay the sudderi urgency? Carueron has
many opportunities for development, but it
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needs to prepare quickly in order to better
position itself in this incredibly competitive
environment. Competition is not just from
Sabine Pass, Mobile, or Galveston. It's the
63 other Louisiana parishes; other states
with substantial commercial fisheries; and,
yes, developing nations with fewer operating
costs and friendlier regulatory enviromnents.
So your single biggest challenge is what I' ll
refer to as preparedness.

"Preparedness means placing this
community in a position to respond to job,
income, and environmental needs for years
to come in a world that has changed dra-
matically in the last decade and continues to
transform virtually at the speed of light. You
must agree that these are remarkable yet
scary times, We are in an era of rapid and
often confusing changes and innovations
that, on one hand, are exhilarating, but on
the other are intimidating. The fact is that
we really have no choice. Even the
residents of the remotest places are being
affected. In communications and other
technological innovations, we' re in the age
of the Internet and virtual reality. We have
seen the end of the Cold War and now do
battle on a different, 'gent1er and kinder'
front � the global economy. Technology has
enabled deepwater exploration and 4-0
seismic drilling. Regulations have affected
fisheries and coastal development. Textile
manufacturers are moving overseas Sig-
nificant xesponsihility for the oversight of
many programs is devolving from federal to
state agencies. Coastal land loss continues,
and we cannot seem to make up our minds,
what to do about it. Change is not just
hkely, it's happening!

"In this dynamic world, how then can
Cameron go about positioning itself for
economic and community development in
the next decade or so? We asked ourselves
this question and would hke for you to give

this a great deal of thought, As I pomted out
earlier, you need to plan. But another good
move, in our opinion, is to consider
reinventing your parish and local govern-
rnents. That is, carefully analyze your
curxent foxxn of government and determine
whether it can take you where you want to
go, in the environment described above. The
Police Jury system has served the citizens of
the parish quite weH. It has enabled the
9,000 or so constituents of this very large
parish to deal with their district represen-
tative in resolving governinent-related
problems. This type of representation can
and should contmue. But what the Police

Jury system has not enabled Cameron to do
is ta speak with a single voice on matters that
relate to economic developinent and other
issues for the parish as a whole. The jurors
primarily look after the interests of the 2500
or so residents within their districts. No one

other than the sheriff, district attorney, or tax
assessor has a parishwide mandate, and these
three offices are seldom involved in

econoinic development decision-making,
The parish needs to be unified. Your parish-
wide infrastructure needs alone are priced at
over several hundred miHion dollars and you
need someone who serves as a point person.
And it should not be an entity in Lake
Charles or Jennings, nor your parish
administrator or state legislator. They have
other roles and responsibilities. Carneron
should not even rely on its well-intentioned
and hard-working volunteers or a paid
professional economic developer to carry out
such efforts. AU are an integral part of the
economic development effort, members of a
team, but they do not have the decision-
making authonty of an official who is elected
on a parishwide basis.

"Cameron ought to look into several types of
home rule charters, perhaps a President-
Council charter, in which the President is
elected at-large. Many other parishes have
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route. In most cases the transition
has not been easy, but they are staying the
course, and in the long haul should be better
served Vfhat reaDy triggered this line of
th;nking on our part was your need to
prepare for an entirely dMerent future. You
need a solid foundation to help undergird
future decision-making on all kinds of
economic development projects that you can
act on � ideas and projects that everyone can
raDy around, that can be pursued until there
is a conclusion. For now, these ideas and
projects don t get much past the talking
stage and are left at a standstill when
advocates and detractors confront each

other, usually in front of the Jury, and
deadlocks rule the day. You need decision-
making. A President-Council form is not a
panacea, as factionalism and provincialism
would probably continue, but it would
enable projects to be studied, debated, and
ultimately conc1uded, It creates a unified
front for seeking solutions to real-world,
Carneron problems.

"You need vision, a strategy, and unity,
1Vh0e considering this suggestion. and
deliberating on its merits and shortcomings,
please do»'t worry about who would be the
candidates for the first Ptesidenl Think
forty and fifty years down the line. This
could be a lasting legacy. And while I'm at
it, the time may also be right to incorporate
some of your communities, and thus enable
there to better compete; perhaps a mayor
and aldertnen shou!d be elected for the
towns of Cameron, Hackberry and Holly
Beach."

Chapter References

Dunn, Tony. Rapid rural app?aisal: a
description and methodology and its
apphcanon in teaching and resmch at
Charles Stuart University," Rural
&ci e5, December 1994
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LAND LOSS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Dr. Paul Coreil, Associate Specialist, Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service
and the Louisiana Sea Grant CoHege Program, Louisiana State University

Dr. BiH Good, Coastal Restoration Division
Louisiana Department of Natural Resound:es

Mr Johnnie Tarver, Assistant Secretary, Office of Wildlife
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

Existrng Silualfon

Freshwater marsh 202,841 acres

Brackish marsh 291,000 acres

Intettnediate marsh 256,572 acres

In terms of land area, Catneron Parish is the
largest parish in Louisiana., covering over
1,400 square miles  900,000 acres!. Of
this total, Louisiana Departinent of Wildlife
and Fisheries 1988 data identified

approxiinately 750,000 acres to be coastal
wetlands broken out into the foHowing
categories:

Many of the coastal marsh habitats in the
parish, however, are disappearing at an
average annual rate exceeding two square
miles pei year. From 1960 to 1980 over
24 square miles �5,360 acres! of coastal
wetlands were lost, and from 1980 to 1997

the rate of loss increased significantly to an
estimated 34 square miles. Since 1960 over
58 square miles  over 37,000 acres! of
vegetated Cameron Parish wetlands have
converted to open water.

Carneron Parish wetlands are extremely
valuable to aH citizens, not only because of
the commercial, recreational, and cultural
benefits they provide to the parish, but also
because of the important biological and
physical process benefits. Important coastal
wetland fun.ctions include:

~ providing a bu6'er against hurricanes and
storms

~ holding excess flood water during high
rainfaH or high tides

~ recharging groundwater aquifers used for
drinking and irrigation

~ cleaning water by filtering poHutants and
taking up nutrients

Cameron Parish's coastal wetland habitats

serve as the foundation for the provision of
numerous natural resource-related jobs and
expenditures, some of which include:
�! cominercial fishing and processing,
�! recreational fishing, �! sport hunting,
�! fur trapping, �! aHigator hunting and
farming, �! livestock production, �! hay
production, and  8! nature-based tourisrn-
related enterprises.

Because of the alteration of important
coastal wetland premsses over the past
75-80 years, mote than 150,000 acres of
marshlands have eroded and converted to

open water. This represents over 10 percent
of the total parish land area The current
rate of loss in the Sabine-Calcasieu Basin

has been approxiinately 2.5 square miles per
year since 1978. The loss rate in the
Mermentau Basin has exceeded 4.5 square
miles per year for that same period

Below is a discussion of the process altera-
tions that have had the most significant
impact in the parish.



Construction of the Calcasien Ship
Channel and the Mermentau "New Cut",
Tbee projects changed shallow, meandering
river systems into straight, deep channels
cotmected directly to full strength saltwater
from the Gulf of Mexico. Saltwater intru-
sion resulting from these projects has
significantly contributed to interior marsh
erosion  marsh conversion to open water!.

Construction of the Gulf Intr~astal
Waterway. This project has caused serious
freshwater flow restrictions by altering the
natural flow of freshwater from the uplands
to the southern coastal rnarshes. Water
flowing from the north now tends to move in
an east-west direction  influenced by the
Intracoastal Canal! instead of slowly moving
southward through the coastal marsh system

Conlningiing of river and drainage
systems. The artiflcial interconnection of
historically isolated drainage basins and
watenkeds has resulted in complex
hydrological and drainage problems.

Acceas canal construction. Numerous
access canals constructed for varied devel-
opment purposes  drainage, fur trapping
lines, navigation, oil and gas exploration and
production. etc,! have resulted in increased
saltwater intrusion and altered natural water
flow within the marsh.

The project impacts noted above ultimately
acted synergistically, thus compounding the
natural deterioration process. The combi-
nation of north-south ship channels and an
east-west Gulf Intracoastal Waterway was
particularIy destructive by allowing
saltwater introduction and alteration of
hydrology. It took thousands of years to
reach the pre-l960s "state of equilibri
and it may again take an equal amount of
time to readjust the distribution of sedi-
ments, water, and plants to reach a "new"

equilibrium. Unfortunately, during this
equilibrium process many more marshland
acres may be sacrificed. The deterioration
process, however, can be slowed by some
basic  and maybe costly! restoration actions
that should result in the retention of historic

wetland resource production.

Orrdook

High rates of coastal wetland loss witlun the
parish are expected to continue if planned
restoration projects are not implemented and
maintained. The future of Cameron Parish

wetlands will be bleak if additional

aggressive action is not taken. Seafood
landings will decline, oil and gas production
infrastructure  pipelines, production
facilities, processing stations! will be at
risk, public utility company infrastructure
 utility lines, transfer stations, etc.! will be
jeopardized, and the potential for nature-
based tourism enterprises will decline In
addition, all Cameron Parish communities
 Holly Beach, Cameron, Creole, Grand
Chenier, Hackberry, and Grand La@ Sweet
Lake! wilI become much more vulnerable to
tidal surges from future topical storms and
hurricanes.

There is also a real possibility that without
quick action Louisiana Highway 82 will be
lost. This highway connects the east and
west halves of the parish and represents a
vital hurricane evacuation route for Johnson

Bayou residents Additionally, valuable
marshes located just north of the highway
are at great risk from saltwater intrusion,
which wouId resuh if a breaching of the
beach rim occurs  the southern boundary of
Sabine National Wildlife Refuge is located
just a few miles north of the highway!. High
rates of barrier shoreline erosion are also

being observed in the eastern sections of the
parish from the Mermentau River to
Rockefeller Refuge.
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Rexxklesscs

Strelg6ts

19

Without action, traditional natural xesouxce-
related jobs in commercial fishing, trapping,
alligator hunting. and sport hunting and
fishing enterprises will become xnoxe at risk,
and the ability of the parish to deliver vital
public services will be challenged.
Increased coastal risks may also hinder
busmess investxnents, reduce property
values, and ultixnately result in citizen
emigration.

Caxneron Parish wetlands are xnuch more

stable than the fragile wetlands located in
the eastern deltaic regions of Louisiana.
Even though it is significant, the annual rate
of wetland loss in southwest Louisiana is

lower than that in the coastal wetlands of

southeast Louisiana. Stable soils allow for

greater success in utilizing "hard" structure
restoration approaches such as rock break-
waters, wave daxnpening fences, rip-rap, and
water-contxol structures.

The technology to effectivel restore
degraded wetlands and the skilled work
force needed to design and construct viable
projects are available in the parish to address
these challenges. SeverQ parish oilfield
construction coxnpanies experienced with
xnarsh construction projects have expanded
their services to include wetland conser-

vation and restoration initiatives. With

adequate restoration funding, these
businesses stand ready to implement viable
marsh protection and conservation projects
that will effectively reduce Caxneron
Parish's wetland loss rate.

Another clear strength lies in the fact that
national, state, and parish elected officials
 policymaker s! seem to have developed a
strong partnership with wetland owners and
other interested user groups in the coor-
dination of viable parish coastal restoration

actions. Additionally, marsh landowners
seexn to be keenly interested in maintaining
the fish and wildlife productivity of their
lands.

Idextti6ed weaknesses axe as follows:

Lack of a comprehensive parish wetland
restoration and mitigation plan. Caxneron
Parish does not have a comprehensive
wetland restoration plan, and does not seem
to have a staff in place to independently
develop such a plan.

Lack of a comprehensive coordinated
drainage plan. Cameron Parish does not
have a coordinated parishwide drainage
program. Several regional drainage boaxds
operate somewhat autonomously without
adequate watershed-based linkages both
within and outside parish boundaries.

Lack of a directed wetland education
curriculuxn within the schools. 'Ilm
importance of wetlands to the Cameron
Parish economy does not seem to be
adequately understood by parish students.
However, the next generation of parish
leaders and policymakers will coine froxn
the young people riow enrolled in parish
public schools.

Lack of statewide coa~~ parish coordi-
nation. Even though all of Louisiana's 19
or 20 coastal parishes share the same land
loss challenges, there is an obvious lack of
coordination among these parishes.

Loss of parish xnarshlands' tax hase.
Deteriorated coastal marshland habitats

generally produce fewer fish and wildlife
resources. Declining surface revenues from
deteriorated parish marshlands continue to
exert negative presstxre on marshland use



  d ~ ~! +ital pubhc services
pro dedthro ghp hp'~p"y .
be more and more at risk with continued
wethnd loss.

Adverse ettects at continued st ~m g
Many concerned citizens feel that continued
sand mining operations on cheniers or on the
beach jeopardize the first line of defense
from hurricanes and tropical storins.

Lack of coordination with neighboring
'Ilecas. With the state of Texas proposing
expanded use of Sabine River water sorne-
tirne in the future for industrial develop-
ment, lack of official parish-county
coordination may be environmentally and
economicaQy detrimental

Wetland resource-based opportunities are
limitless in Cameron Parish. Sustainable
development is intricately linked to healthy
coastal wetlands and direct efforts must be
made to protect and conserve the parish's
productive marsh habitat.

immediate Action

Organize and appoint an official Wetland
Advisory Committee that can advise
national, state, and parish policyrnakers on
wetland-related issues and he!p develop a
comprehensive wetland conservation plan
for Cameron Parish  an initial Wetland
Advisory Cornrnittee meeting was held in
January l997!.

Organize and appoint a parishwide
Drainage Board Advisory Group that
would serve as a coordinating body for all
parish drainage initiatives. Benefits of this
effort would include better coordination of
parish drainage initiatives and better
cooperation and sharing of critical

information and resources. The chairs of
each of the regional drainage boards could
serve as designated advisory group
representatives.

With assistance from the Louisiana Police
Jury Association, revitalize the concept of a
Coalition af Coastal Parishes. The serious
land-loss challenges facing all coastal parish
governments are causing economic strim es
and immediate safety risks. Maximum
national and state assistance will only
become a reality if coastal parishes leverage
their influence and speak with one voice.
Cameron Parish should take the lead in
seeing this idea become a reality.

Near-Term Action

Appoint or retain an official Cameron Parish
environmental project staff person or
consultant. With the growing bureaucracy
involved in restoration project development
and approval, it is becoming more apparent
that coastal parishes need professional
expertise to assure that much needed
projects get approved and funded in a timely
manner. With the development of a compre-
hensive Parish Wetland Conservation Plan, a
parish wetlands professional can assure that
all opportunities for project approval and
funding are adequately covered.

Develop a comprehensive Carneron Parish
Wetland Conservation Plan that describes
the current wetland situation, identifies
problems and projects that will help alleviate
these problems. and outlines project designs,
cost estimates, permit requirements, and
funding sources. Projects included in the
plan should be ranked according to overall
benefits to the parish and feasibility.

Develop a detailed wetland mitigation
progratrt  may be included as a section of
the comprehensive Wetland Conservation
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Plan! that outlines activities that should be
tnitigated, suggests "small" authorized
ruitigation projects throughout the parish,
and suggests parish mitigation area s! that
may help speed up the implementation of
fast-track wetland restoration projects
identified by the committee.

Develop a comprehensive Cameron Parish
Drainage Plan that describes the current
situation, identifies drainage problems attd
projects that may help alleviate these
problems, estimates project designs and
costs, identifies permits needed, and names
potential sources of project funding

With parish Wetland Advisory Coinmittee
leadership, investigate the feasibility of
incorporating a wetland functions and
values curriculum in the Cameron Parish
public school system. Draw ou the
expertise and resources of the Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service/Sea Grant,
the National Wildlife Refuge system
 Caiueroti Prairie NWR, Sabine NWR,
Lacassine NWR!, and the Louisiana
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries  Fur
and Refuge Division � Rockefeller Refuge
and the Information and Education Section

district staff!.

The Carneron Parish Pohce Jury  with
Wetland Advisory Committee support!
should initiate a joint meeting between the
Camerou Parish Police Jury and the
Jefferson County, Texas, local government.
The primary focus of the meeting would be
discussion of Texas' proposed expanded
use of Sabine River water for industrial
development westward and the potential
chailettges associated with reduced
freshwater flows into the Sabine estuary.

The Wetland Advisory Committee should
seek technical information on the impacts
of continued sand mining on the beaches

and cheniers of Cameron Parish. Analysis
should center on hurricane protection and
coastal erosion itnpacts. Policy alternatives
should then be considered based on an

accurate cost-benefit analysis that includes
private property issues.

Beneficial restoration projects that have
been identified by parish should be
continuously nominated for funding
through Coastal Wetlands Planning,
Protection and. Restoration Act
 CWPPRA!, the state Wetland. Trust Fund,
and ruandated wetland development
tuitigation projects.

The Camerou Parish Police Jury should seek
state and national support for reinstate-
ment of Outer Continental Shelf  OCS!
mineral revenue sharing. The ability of
local goverumettts to provide vital
corumunity services directly linked to
increased oil and gas exploration and
production justifies the sharing of federal
mineral revenues. Increased road and bridge
wear and tear, utility needs, waste disposal,
port facility needs, and other needed
services clearly justify a federal revenue-
sharing policy in Louisiana.

The Camerou Parish Police Jury  with
support from the Coalition of Coastal
Parishes! should investigate the feasibility
of establishing an increased state oil and
gas severance tax revenue-sharing
formula. Currently, only 10 percent of the
state-coHected oil and gas severance taxes
earned from production within a parish are
rebated to the local government; however,
the 10 percent rebate is limited to a
maximum cap of $500,000 annually If
Cameron Parish actually received a full 10
percerjt rebate, the annual amount would
exceed the $500,000 cap in most years.



S banty-five percent of the forestry-related
~ t es collected are xebated to

p axish governments with no annual rnaxi-
mum cap. Several parishes with heavy
forest production receive state forest
severance tax rebates well in excess of
$500,000 ln both cases, severance tax
revenue sharing is the state's attempt to help
parishes provide the vital services needed to
xmtximize mineral production for the benefit
of the entire state of Louisiana.

Parish officials should seek approval for
xxslng locaHy raised revenues as cost
sharing for federal restoration funding.
CWPPRA requires a 25 percent "state"
match. Ms should be changed to clearly
allow either a state or "local" match.
Parishes with locally raised funds would
then be able to better coxnpete for restoration
dollars.

With assistance from both state and federal
agencies  including the state's legislative
and congressional delegations!, the parish
should facNtate an effective engineering
solutioxx to the highway erosion crisis in
western Cameron Paris!L Most believe this

issue to be one of the most serious environ-

mental and economic chaHenges currently
facing the parish. Beneficial use of dredge
material from both the Calcasieu and Sabine

Rivers may be one of the most efFective
erosion abatement strategies currently
available. The creation of a wide sand-silt
buffer between the highway and the Gulf of
Mexico, together with the rock breakwaters,
may provide the protection needed to stop
the fastfast erosion rates currently threatening to
close the road permanently.

Efforts should be made by the parish to
assure that oat opportunities for creating or
restoring interior rnarshes through the
beoefiicial placement of dredge material aie
carried out by the U.S. Army Corps of

 Corps! Op~unities exist
when ongoing xnaintenance dredging is
conducted within the Sabine, Calcasieu, and
Merxnentau rivers.

With a strong, comprehensive parish
wetland conservation plan in place, the
parish should seek long-term funding for
priority restoration projects. Existing
funding from the State Wethnds Trust Fund
and CWPPRA should be protected and
secured. Additionally, support from state
and national policyxnakers for increased oil
and gas severance tax and OCS royalty
revenue sharing should be actively pursued
in light of the continued coastal wetland loss
rates taking place in the parish. Sustainable
development in Caxneron Parish will be
achieved only through aggressive coastal
restoration funded thmugh a fair sharing of
nonrenewable mineral revenues

Although the coastal deterioration process is
a natural one  as the coast is being destroyed
and rebuilt sixnultaneously! in geologic tune,
the building features have been exceeding
the destructive forces. In very recent
 human! time, the predictable forces have
been altered by man's activities, including
but not limited to navigation channels and
levees for flooding prevention. In Cameron
Parish, the Calcasieu Ship Channel, the Gulf
Intracoastal Canal, and the leveeing of the
Mississippi River are responsible for the loss
of productive marsh land and conversion to
open water. The Carxieron Parish Police
Jury should seek state and national
support for correcting tbe problems
caused by navigation and flood control
projects mentioned above. Since those
projects axe the primary causative factors for
marsh deterioration, it is therefore logical
for the Corps of Engineers to examine and
correct the situation The President has
declared "a zero wetland loss" a national
goal and Congress has made the Corps of



Engineers responsible for wetland restora-
tion. Because Louisiana's coastline is a
"national treasure" not exceeded anywhere
in the nation, Congress should allocate
additional funding for coastal restoration.
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIKS

Dr Charles Wilson, Chair and Professor
Department of Oceanography and Coastal Sciences and Coastai Fisheries Institute

Louisiana State University

Exfsrtng Situadort

Louisiana commercial fishery landings are
second only to those of Alaska in terms of
dockside value. According to the U.S.
Deptirttnent of Commerce fisheries
statistics, in 1994 the dockside value of
Louisiana's fishery products was $336
tnilhon. The state's 1.7 billion pounds of
fishery products represented 42 percent of
the total commercial fishery landings in the
Gulf of Mexico region for that year, Thus,
fishery products represent an important
industry for Louisiana. According to
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries statistics  Table 1!, Catneron
Parish ntnks second in total landings for the
state, and in 1995, some 279 tnillions
pounds crossed Cameron docks.

Because Cameron Parish is blessed with a
broad coastal zone that is primarily chenier
plain inarshes and wetland vegetation, it
provides a rich habitat for fisheries and
wildlife. The area has historically been
known for its fisheries producnon, and the
industries associated with this production
ate primarily oysters, inenhaden, shriinp,
crabs, and some finfish. AH of these
industries are weil-established. Current
levels of production and employment have
remained relatively stable, and these figure
are not likely to change in the near-term
 Table 2!.

eri represents the most itnport
'erms of volume of production ~d

«4"e for Cameron Parish Producuon
ahnost doubled between 1994 and 1996,

from 225,000,000 pounds to 400,000,000
 Table 2!. There was a significant decline in
landings from 1994 to 1995. Other factors
combined with this decline resulted in the

closure of some processing plants, leaving
only one in the parish. Zapata Protein,
which produces fish meal and oil, con-
tributes to the economy through sizable state
and local tax payments, licenses, supply and
services expenditures in the parish, and by
employing more than 280 people during the,
fishing season This industry is facing severe
labor shortages which are being met by
nonparish residents.

One positive prospect for the industry is that
human consutnption of menhaden oil has
recently been approved by the FDA, which
should increase demand and value. How-

ever, at this time, processing of oils is
expected to take place primarily along the
East Coast, with none being proces.sed in
Carneron Parish. Therefore, the impact to
the industry in Cameron Parish is not
predicted to result from the value-added
product, but rather from a potential
expansion in the market for the dockside
product.

The production volume and dockside value
of shrimp have remained fairly constant over
the last several years. The commercial
Snfish fishery has declined in recent years
due to Act 1316 � the phasing out of giH
nets � which passed in 1995. No change in
these laws is likely to take place and aQect
the fishery. Crabs appear to be a large,
silent economy in Cameron Parish. The
value of this fishery has recently surpassed



Table 1. Commercial Fishery Landings by Louisittna Parish, 1995.

Landings Volume ilha.!ParishLandings Volume ebs.!Parish

W. Baton Rouge

E. Baton Rouge

<1,000

151,000

6,416,000

226,000

Assumption

Calcasieu

81,000

811,000

279,501,00O

5,685,0GO

Caddo

Catahoula

3,00017,689,0GOJetferson

Point Coupee 1,00012,650,0GGSt. Bernard

2,000737,000

561,000

Desoto

Vernon

St. Tammany

Tangipahoa 5,000

36,000Webster127,843,000Terrebonne

517,000Vermilion 187,988,000 St. James

5,00029,000 LivingstonAcadia

1,027,000

633,0GO

Avoyelles

Ascension

Source: Louisiana Departrnem of Wildlife and Fisheries, unpublished data.

Lafayette

Lafourche

Orleans

Plaquemines

St. Charles

St. John

St. Mary

520,000

18,927,000

3,950,000

306,940,000

2,469,000

63,000

127,445,000

lbervl1 le

Madison

Morehouse

Ouachita

Rapides

St. Landry

St. Martin

4,513,000

46,000

<1,000

23,000

30,000

1,553,000

5,515,000



Table 2. Commercial pisberies Production Voltlme and Value for Cameron Parish,
Louisiana, 1994-199<-

1994 1995 1996

19951994 1996

Commercial Finfish
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NA � Not Available.
Source; Louisiana ummaouisiana Summary, Agriculture and~aitsraIResources. Louisiana State Unive sity.

A cultural Cent rgri a Center, Louisiana Cooperative E~ension Service, 1994, 199~ 199-



thatof the finfish industry. Roughly80 crab
fishermen harvest in the parish, but there is
tittle value-added processing. Most of the
crabs are shipped out to prccerxing facilities
in other parishes or northeast into the
Maryland crab market.

Oyster production is limited to Calcasieu
Lake and West Cove. Current quotas for
fishermen aie ten sacks per day per boat.
Many of the oysters harvested axe extremely
large, which indicates that the resouxce is
somewhat underutilized. With a change in
the management of the fisheries to a quota of
15 sacks per day, the parish could realize
increased revenues. We discussed the pos-
sibility of increasing the quota to 15 or 20
sacks per day with some fishermen; how-
ever, the fishermen were against this. Since
the reef in Calcasieu Lake is a public reef,
any increased incentive would cause an infiux
of "tongers" from Alabama or Florida.

ONxkok

The commercial fishing industry has many
constraints caused by evolving federal and
state regulations on all fisheries in the parish.
There are, however, some proactive measures
that could improve fisheries resource
utilization and help strengthen the industry
in the parish. None of these changes,
however, are foreseen to cause an increase
in the revenue base or employment situation.

Menhaden producers in the parish have
worked with the Louisiana Department of
Wildlife and Fisheries to determine harvests
for the species. Future development of the
industry will depend greatly on the sustain-
abitity of the species and any regulations such
as those dealing with nets that might limit
harvests.

The positive acceptance of menhaden oil for
human consumption can give this industry a

boost. Increased demand for menhaden may
result in the expansion of the existing
processing plant or, in the long-term, could
bring additional operations to the region.
The best location for a new processing plant
may be on the west side of the parish.
However, accc% to AUt is critical to new
development, and the parish lacks rail

Beginning in 1995, inshore shrimp trawlers
are no longer exempted from turtle excluder
devices  TEDs!. For the shrixnp fishery,
these increased regulations are likely to
xeduce the number of boats over time,

particularly as bycatch issues begin to affect
inshore shrimpers. The long-term prospects
will probably be a movement of the fteet
south, away from nursery areas, as seems to
be happening in adjacent states. This will
limit the number of small boats in the feet,
leaving mid- to larger-sized vessels
operating along the shoreline.

There is some long-term potential in the
finfish 5shery for flounder harvest within
the butterfly fleet. However, fiounder
regulations continue to evolve and current
landing limitations are such that no
significant industry is on the horizon, Red
drum was given gamefish status in 1995,
and if proponents succeed at gaining sixnilar
status for the spotted seatrout, this would
benefit the promotion of the sportfishing
business. Red snapper landings in the
region witt probably increase over tune as
federal regulators incxease the quota It is
uncertain how the parish will captrire the
benefits of these increased landings other
than through smail, seasonal increases in
employment.

Act 1316 also allows for a. hook and line
cornrnercial fishery for marine finfish This
could provide some potential employment
opportunities, since this gear can be used to
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harvest spotted seatrout. black dru an
shee pshead.

Crabs present a value-added opportun'ty
. However, at the prese~t time

there is a significant nuinber of smR
g operations that may iiot bc

fully licensed and need to co mply ~+
HACCP and other sanitation standards.

The oyster industry has been confronted
with reduced demand for the raw product as
a result of public health and safety concerns.
Also, increasingly stringent onboard
handling and time-to-market requirements
have been placed on this industry. A process
developed by a Louisiana fum, AmeriPure,
designed to produce a safer oyster for raw
consumption, has been approved and
operations in Lafourche parish have begun.
This process has the potential to have a
significant impact on the raw market and
could result in positive economic conse-
quences for the local oyster industry. Water
quality and health of the habitat are signifi-
cant factors contributing to the overall
harvestability of the product. A portion of
Cakasieu Lake to the north has been closed
by the state due to run-off  FCBs!. It is
possible that over' time these oysters could
be moved into the lower regions of the
estuary where they could be purged and
harvested.

lohn Supa oyster specialist in the
Louisiana Sea Grant Prograin, has advocated
the investigation of an oyster relaying
progt3m, where oysters are relayed from
these containinated areas to nearshore
watea where they could be purged. This
concept may have a long-term potential and
help facihtate growth of the oyster industry
in the region; however, there seems h ttle
industry desire currently due to the abun-
dance of health-approved, harvestable
oysters in thc open lower part of the lake.

The value of the commercial fishing
mdustry to Cameron Parish should not be
underestimated. It is a significant factor in
the econoiny of the parish and provides an
important source of employment. It pro-
vides the possibility of future new growth
revenue for the parish especially in the
menhaden and crab sectors where
processing facilities could be brought in to
the parish

Weake arses

Weaknesses associated with the commercial
fishing industry are not related just to
Cameron Parish but face the industry as a
whole. The industry operates in a global
market and some sectors such as shrimp,
reef fish, and freshwater crawfish have
become susceptible to foreign imports.
There is little control on the price of fish
meal and oil, which are basically sold on the
commodity inarkets. Additional sigmficant
costs to this industry coine from those
associated with resource and environinental

concerns. These include:  I! regulations
aimed at resource preservation, �! news
media attention to raw sheHftsh consuinp-
tion, and �! regional efforts to eliminate use
of entangling nets, resulting in loss of access
to resources, tnarket contractions, and
econoinic inefficiencies associated with
compliance.

0pportrlRrsres

The mues being fa~ by the comm~i~
fishing industry are long term and regionaL
It is expected that the industry will
experience soine contraction m the next few
years, which wiH result in the loss of jobs.
The nearshore finfish industry wiH most
likely feel the greatest impact, but it is stiH
uncertain how great this impact will be. In
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addition, there is a notable lack of organiza-
tional leadership within commercial
fisheries. Fishers are seeiningly too
preoccupied with harvesting and selling
their catch to get organized and articulate a
unified position. They appear to deal with
issues on a crisis-management basis. TKDs
and bycatch are examples. There are no
quick fixes for this industry. But awareness
and sensitivity to the issues facing this
industry wiU help parish leaders assist this
industry over the long-term. The parish
might consider helping by implementing the
following strategies and actions.

Immediate and Near-Term Action

Retraining opportuiii ties. Additional
regulatory changes are inevitable and the
commercial fishing industry will further
contract. Parish leaders should be prepared
for an inc~ level of uneinployment.
Atteinpts should be made to retrain those
displaced commercial fishers who are
willing to participate in these programs.
Possibilities include retraining at vo-tech
schools focusing on existing skills. Theie
are presently labor shortages associated with
oil and gas exploration, such as welding and
other trades, which couId be met through a
retraining program. Leaders should work
with industries, high schools, and vo-techs
in the parish to help meet their employment
needs. Other opportunities may exist on the
water in connection with nature-based
tourism such as guide or charter services.
Assistance to this industry to avoid
relocation of displaced workers should be a
high priority for parish leaders.

Market the industry. Information should
be included about the commercial fishing
industry and its importance to the parish in
planning and marketing activities and
inaterials. Efforts should be directed at
educating the general public and other

industries in the parish about the economic
importance, as well as the cultural signift
cance of the industry both locally and
regionaHy.

Fisheries leadership. Commercial fisheries
play a significant role in the parish economy
and revolutionary changes have been
particularly hard on this industry  Hoist
1994! Recent trends in aquaculture,
imports, restrictive management practices,
environmental and huinane movements,
recreational fisheries, and habitat have alI
brought about change, and the industry has
had a dificult tiine adapting to the new
circumstances.

Fisheries leaders should be sought and
included in all strategic planning efforts.
Their input is vital for the parish's future.

Regulatory interaction. Parish leadership
should participate, as well as encourage
industry participation, in state, regional, and
federal regulatory process'~ that affect this
industry's resources. Because of the
importance of the industry to the local
economy, parish Ieaders should encourage
the industry to maintain political visibility to
help ensure that parish interests are
considered in management decisions.

Conflict resolution. Parish leaders should
encourage resource allocation decisions that
ensure that no single user group acquires
exclusive rights to access. They should
work with both commercial and iecreationa
groups to see that aU groups have maxim
use of available marine resources.

Pnhlic dock. It is the consensus of the
fisherinen and the study team that a pubh<
dock is badly needed by the industry in
general It could serve needs for «« tce



and safe harbor Tltese uses are also likely
to help defray most of the costs of operation.
The two areas that may lend theinselves to
consideration for this use are properties o»
Monkey Island or the west side of Caicasieu
Ship ChanneL This landing facility would
enable Gshermen to unload their catch
without having to travel upriver. Also, this
landing facility would allow the seafood
processors to capture some of the larger
freezer vessel landings that currently go to
southeast Texas ports for further pro ~ssing.
This would be of economic benefit to the
parish. With the +cation of the public dock,
there is a potentia1 for commerciai-
recreational conflict This could be worked
out in the initial planning stages The
Venice  Louisiana! Marina is an excellent
example of a public marina that provides
commercial and recreational vessel services.

Processing facility. Crabs are an important
fishery to the parish However, most of the
crabs landed are shipped outside the parish
for processing. A processing facility on
Caicasieu Mce would enable the parish to
capture this important value-added
opportumty.
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AGRICULTURE

Steven A. Henning, Associate Professor
Department of Agricultural Economics 4, Agribusiness

LSU Agricultural Bxperimerit Station

Existing Situation

Outlook

The 1992 Census of Agricul ture reports
258,035 acres of land in farms in Cameron
Parish, divided among 453 farms  U.S.
Department of Commerce!. Average farm
size in the parish is 570 acres, compared
with the state average of 306 acres
However, the market value of agricultural
products sold per farm is only JL6,251 in
Cameron Parish, versus $62,666 statewide.

Land suitable for crops is limited in
Cameron Parish. As discussed in other

sections of this report, over 80 percent of the
parish is marsh, much of which is used for
cattle rangelands. The primary agricultural
commodities are rice, soybeans, hay, and
cattle. Cameron Parish reported l 3,589
acres of rice harvested for grain in 1996,
along with 5,949 acres of soybeans. There
were 36528 head of cattle and calves on
farms in the parish in 1996, as well as 5,050
acres of land in hay production  Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service!.

In terms of farm numbers, there were only
20 rice producers and six soybean producers
in Cameron Parish in l 996  Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service!. On the
other hand, the extension service reported
440 cattle producers and 312 hay producers.

In general rice production in south
Louisiana and Cameron Parish has higher
costs and lower yields than other regions of

Louisiana. and the U S making it difficult to
coinpete in global markets. This disadvaii-
tage has been offset to an extent by federal
agricultural policy, which has historicaily
provided the price and income support that
made rice production profitable in the
southwest area of the state.

The Federal Agricultural Improvement and
Reform  FAIR! Act of 1996 fundamentaHy
changed federal agricultural policy by
removing the link between income support
payments and farm prices. The act provides
for "seven armual fixed but declining
production flexibility contract payments
whereby participating producers may
receive government payments largely inde-
pendent of farm prices, in contrast to the
past when deficiency payments were
dependent on farm prices"  Economic
Research Service!. Higible producers are
those who had participated or had certified
acreage in the wheat, feed grains, cotton,
and rice programs in any one of the past five
years. Any corrirnodity may be grown on
contract acreage except fruits and vege-
tables. Some exceptions are made for fruits
and vegetables with an acre-for-acre loss of
payment.

~" "-y~ contract which began with
the 1996 production season. pays partici-
paMg p~umrs an annuaL, bul declining,

" > ~~, producers are generally
'~ "pi t~y«op«y de&e. Without
further changes in federal ag c~~
policy, rice producers wiIL be totally
dependent on madcet prices for income after



2002. The futune of rice productio~ in
Cameron Parish will depend on world
market prices. the productivity of individual
fanning operations, and the management
abihty of farm operators,

Soybeans have never received income
support from federal programs and pro-
ducers will not receive lump suin payinents
under the PAIR Act. Participating producers
will receive some price support through
nonrecourse and marketing loans. Unless
world market prices increase or decrease
significantly, total soybean acreage in
Cameron Parish is not hkely to change
much. Any inc~ acreage wiH likely be
a shift from rice production.

Currently, cattle ranching and hay produc-
tion are the next best alternative uses for

agricultural land in Cameron Parish. These
lands could also be used for crawfish

farming and for waterfowl hunting purposes,
Cattle and calf prices are cyclical in nature,
incteasing as cattle herds are built up and
declining as supply becomes greater and
cattle herds are sold off. Most recently, for
example, the prices of calves have dechned
from $98.10 per hundredweight in l991 to
$62.50 per hundredweight in 1996  Zapata
and Fnink!. According to historical patterns,
it can be expected that prices will begin to
increase over the next several years, before
again declining. Given the limited land use
alternatives available, cattle ranching and
hay production will continue at current
levels, and may actually increase, depending
on rice and soybean niarket conditions.

StrengsIss

Agricultute is a traditional, well established
industry in Carneron Parish, with an infra-
structure that supports rice, soybean, and
cattle production Rice and cattle producers
are active in state groups that proinote

~h and marketing programs for their
respective commodities. Rice producers
have offset some of the higher cost of
production by using less expensive surface
water sources rather than irrigation wells.
Cattle ranching and hay production are
currently the best alternative uses of
agricultural land in the parish If cattle and
calf prices continue to improve these types
of farin enterprises are likely to continue and
expand, at least in the near terin.

Weaknesses

The land and water resources of Caineron
Parish are limiting factors in the long-term
productivity and economic success of
agriculture of the area. Any decline in rice
production threatens the maintenance of the
infrastructure that supports the industry
throughout southwest Louisiana. At this
time it is uncertain whether federal agri-
cultural policy will continue to provide some
income support to rice producers beyond the
expiration of the FAIR Act in 2002. As a
result, the future of rice production in
southwest Louisiana and Cameron Parish is
in doubt.

Cameion Parish rice producers also face
excessive yield losses to birds because rice
fields are close to marsh habitat, The
Aniinal Damage Control ONce of USDA is
in the fifth year of conducting and moni-
toring projects to control blackbird
populations in the rice growing belt of
southwest Louisiana. The Louisiana Rice

Growers Association, in conjunction with
USDA and Cooperative Extension person-
nel, are working together to help decrease
the destruction these birds do to rice crops.
This year 90 acres were treated in this
region. USDA personnel provide careful
inonitoring and controls over the treated area
to ensure that current government guidelines
are inet  LeBIanc!.
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Opportun Mes

Immediate Action

Market prices for rice and soybeans have
been favorable in the last two years and are
expected to continue so in the near future.
Cattle and calf prices should begin an
upswing in the cattle cycle in the near future
that could continue for the next several

yeats.

Crawfish production is an opportunity that is
extremely labor ititensive  de la Bretone, Jr.
and Romaire, 1987!. A 40-acre crawfish
pond can be construe ted for approximately
$70,000 and operated annually for about
$26,000. For more infoanation on crawfish
production, marketing, and economics
contact Kevin Savoie, the fisheries agent for
Cameron and Calcasieu parishes.

Near- Term Action

Research and technology may offer solu-
tions to some of the problems faced by
Camemn Parish rice producers, Genetically
altered seed varieties coming onto the
market in the next several years, such as
Roundup Ready Rice, will be resistant to
selected herbicides, allowing for more
efncient and less costly weed coittrol.

Some producers in southwest Louisiana aie
currently experimenting with sugarcane as
an alternative crop. Producers are utilizing
rail and truck transport to existing mills in
the southeast portion of the state-. However,
rail transport is not available in Cameron
Parish and may prevent consideration of this
alternative. The mills are apparently
encouraging this expansion in order to
satisfy their own capacity needs. No sugar
mill construction is being considered in the
southwest Louisiana.

lease-fee hunting has long been a source of
outdoor rtmeation for Louisianians who do
not own lands of suitable size or quality for
hunting. This type of hunting often
represents a major source of income for
landowners. In fact, the income from
hunting may make the difference between
breaking even or suffering a loss  Payne.
1997!. Cameron landowners should
continue exploring such opportunities.

Longer-Term Action

Success of sugarcane production in
Cameron Parish will eventually depend on
the productivity of the land and the manage-
rnent capabilities of producers in offsetting
higher transportation costs. In the long run,
agricultural producers will need to evaluate
the potential for alternative crops, such as
kenaf, in coinparison with the traditional
crops of rice, soybeans, hay, and cattle.
While alternative crops may be suitable for
the climate and soils of Cameron Parish, the
necessary processing and manufacturing
infrastructure to make production econom-
ically viable may not exist.

Landowners should also be prepared to
consider other nonagricultural alternatives
for land use, including government
programs for returning converted wetlands
to their original condition and mitigation
banking. For example, the Environmental
Quality Incentives Program  EQIP!, which
was established in the 1996 Farin Bill, may
provide a mechanism which Cameron
farmers and ranchers can use to help solve
some of their natural resource concerns.
"EQIP offers financial educational, and
techrucal help to install or impleinent
structural, vegetative, and management
practices called for in 5- to 19-year contracts
for inost agricultural land uses"  Natural
Resources Conservation Service!. Priority
areas for the EQIP program are those that
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Tourism offers an excellent opportunity for
rural parishes such as Cameron to diversify
their economic base. Cameron has a cultural
heritage and wealth of natural resources that
can be a source for capitalizing on tourism,
especially in the increasingly popular
nature-based tourism,

Carneron can derive great benefits from
nature-based tourism, but it is not likely, nor
desirable, that large developments take
place. Local ownership and investment in
tourist attractions and services are essential
because under such approach to develop-
rnent �! tourism profits are more likely to
stay in Cameron; �! additional local
investments will be encouraged; �! there
will be more and a better selection of jobs
for residents; and �! the concept of
sustainable development can best be imple-
rnented by local interests as they are more
likely to respond to linking economic
growth, job creation, and environmental
stewardship.

Cameron is already well known for birding,
but currently this is primarily a day-trip
market. Other visitors come to the area to
ase the resources, but do not spend much
money. Carneron needs to capture this
revenue through tourism-related service
industries such as hotels, cabins, etc.

Cameron Parish has three federal, one state,
and one privately owned wildlife refuge

 Sabine, Lacassine and Cameron Prairie
National Wildlife Refuges, Rockefeller
Wildlife Refuge, and the Audubon Society's
Holleyman-Sheely and Henshaw Sanctuary!.
Due to strong national public support for
wetland and wildlife preservation, federal
acquisition of land for additional refuges has
increased in recent years. This has been a
concern for Cameron Parish because of loss
of property tax revenues. Though state and
federal refuges are required io share a
portion of the revenues derived from the
land such as farmland leases, alligator and
fur hide sales, and oil and gas royalties,
these revenues have dropped in recent years.
Tourism, through visitation to these areas,
has the potential to balance or even exceed
lost revenues and property taxes  Coreil,
1993!.

As shown in Table 3 the impact of travel on
the parish for 1991-1995 has remained fairly
stable with employment reinaining constant
and state and local taxes increasing only
slightly With the increasing popularity of
nature-based tourism activities, Cameron
has the potential for increasing these
numbers

Some steps have been taken to promote
tourism in the parish, such as forming a
Cameron Parish Tourist Commission and
Cameron Parish Chamber of Commerce and
compiling a parish resource directory. Fairs
and festivals attract many visitors to the
region and several are held in the parish
each year: Louisiana Fur and Wildlife



Table 3. Irrtpact pf Travel olr Carrteren Parish, 1991-1995
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Smee: U.S. Travel Data Center.

Festival, Marshland Festival, Fourth of July
Festival and Fishing Rodeo, Summer
Fishing Festival, Blessing of the Fleet,
Cajun Riviera Festival, and Alligator
Festival. In 1996, The Creole Nature Trail,
a 180-mile driving route in Calcasieu and
Cameron Parishes, became a National
Scenic Byway. This has great potential for
promoting tourism in the area.

Sportoshlrrg and Hunting. From 1989 to
1995 the annualized growth rate in saltwater
recreational fishing licenses in Louisiana
was six percent. Expenditures per angler
also imww~ed, resulting in a high dollar
growth rate. Data available from published
sources do not depict Cameron Parish's
situation specifically, However, the
National Marine Recreational Fishery
Statistics Survey conducted annually does
provide Louisiana. data. lt depicts the
number of trips, location, and mode of
angling, This data base was reviewed to
provide insight as to the economic signi f
icance of the saltwater angling industry,

From the mid 1980s to mid 1990s, the
number of saltwater angling trips involving
fishing from the shore m Louisiana actually
decreased 19 percent. Although in 1995
anglers stiU made 646,000 shore trips, th~
was a decrease of 144,000 trips from the
rnid 1980s! Cameron Parish has the

potential to maintain as well as increase the
attractiveness of its area to shore anglers.
The previously cited period also revealed a
major change in the charter industry. A
significant increase occurred in Louisiana's
nearshore and inland saltwater charter
fishing trips. By 1995 the increase
amounted to 18 percent Approximately,
60,000 saltwater charter trips were taken in
1995. Overall, the charter guides increased
their share of total saltwater fishing trips
taken in Louisiana by approximately 22
percent. Louisiana's generous bag limits
compared with those of Texas can be a
stiinulus. Also, north Louisiana anglers
represent a valued economic opportunity to
bring money to the parish.

Interviews with saltwater angling guides in
the parish verified these trends. There were
16 saltwater guides in Carneron Parish
licensed by the Louisiana Department of
Wildlife and Fisheries in 1996. An addi-

tianal 15 licensees reside in Calcasieu
Parish It is clear that the inshore waters of

Carneron Parish and offshore are the reason

for the existence of these businesses.
Fishing guides bring "new" dollars into the
Cameron community. These businesses not
only need viable fishery resources but an
infrastructure conducive to travelers.

Although no specific discussion with
hunting guide businesses occurred, it is



irn portant to record that many are combined
with fishing guide businesses. The parish
government should recognize this more
seasonal business pursuit as a potential
avenue for additional stay over days and
nonseason visits It is important to recog-
nize the fishing and hunting business
personnel as having the most lengthy contact
with tourists per stay. These personnel need
to promote the community with a positive
attitude.

Outlook

Rural tourism has flourishe in Louisiana in

the last decade or so, primarily because of
its rich natural and cultural resources. Some

communities have done better than others in

capturing this market. Their success can be
attributed to several essential elements:

leadership, partnership, entrepreneurship,
and sustainability. Any community seekmg
to incorporate tourism into its economic
development efforts or becoming more
active in development, would be well served
to note these components.

Competent, motivated, strong leadership is
vital if tourism, or any other key sector, is to
become an economic force within Cameron

Parish Sufficient and attractive facilities,
services, attractions, finances, and ail other
aspects necessary to produce a tourism
program will not progress unless adequate
leadership can provide direction and
planning. In the early 1980s, the travel
industry, particularly tourism trave1,
prospered in south Louisiana. But the
predominantly rural coastal parishes did not
take advantage of the opportunity because
the region was fairly prosperous at the time
and few leaders could be motivated to think

along the lines of economic diversification.
Many viewed tourism as a frivolous activity
rather than a generator of jobs, income, and
tax revenues. As a result, the lion's shaxe of

the growth and benefits accrued to New
Orleans. But in the mid 1980s, coastal
leaders began to seriously explore alterna-
tive economic strategies to help overcome
the severe economic downturn and many
focused on tourism as part of the solution.
Tourism was one of the state's few growth
sectors and required relatively minor public
investments. Those Louisiana coastal

comxnunities that axe today considered
tourism success stories and models for

replication achieved this status by identi-
fying and developing effective leadership
for the public as well as private sectors. The
need to network and coordinate both within

and outside parish borders is another vital
element for success, particularly in light of
the designation of the Creole Nature Trail as
a national scenic byway. Cameron has
become a member of the Louisiana Travel

and Promotion Association, Louisiana Fairs

and Festivals, and Southwest Louisiana
Convention and Visitors Bureau. But in

order to build on this positive first step,
additional intra- and intercommunity
cooperation must be sought and organized.
Certainly there is a need to encourage
visitors to spend more time in the parish and
environs, but there is also an urgent need to
make area-wide improvements to many of
the hentage-based resources in order to
create a better attractions package.
Partnerships can also help create more
opportunities for larger attractions and
events. In addition, they can help clarify the
paxish's internal and external images.

The most successful Louisiana coastal towns

and parishes have forged strong and lasting
intracommunity partnerships by reaching out
within the parish and involving the private
sector, not just governxnent. Furthermore,
they have involved both the for-profit
component  represented by motels,
restaurants, guide and charter services, etc.!
as weil as nonprofit interests, most often
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represented by civic groups, environmental.
spc~:n and conservation organizations,
etc. The key has been to be inclusive, not
exclusive,

Broadly based actions are needed because
load governments alone cannot accomplish
tong-arm solutions. Cooperation is
essential. State and federal governments are
more than sources of funding, and those
coastal prrishes and towns that have realized
this and involved these governments in their
tourism development activities have bene-
Atted tremendously. For instance, stare and
national wildlife refuges in Carneron are
tourist destinations, and regulations and
forms of development afe topics that need to
be confronted and resolved early on
Signage issues, an often discussed priority
topic for tourism development, also cannot
be resolved without government actions.
Furtlrennore, governrrumts are excellent
sources of technicat assistance for an array
of tourism-related topics.

Attractions draw people into our coastal
parishes, wNte businesses and the services
they provide create a large majority of the
jobs and income generated by the tourism
industry. And to a large extent, small
businesses have been at the heart of rural
tourism development in coastat Louisiana.
Busirress development in this sector has
been characterized by commitment of both
time and resources from entrepreneurs.
Cameron has been no exception. Many
businesses in Holly Beach, for example,
started small, and the owners/operators had
close ties to the community, invested their
personal resources, and grew as tourism
expanded. It has also been very apparent
that buaiems development and expansion
are diNicult without strong support from
other in rhe business community and
occasional technical assistance lo solve
problems. Parish governments must also

provide strong support for business
development.

Rurat, coastal Louisiana is particularly
fortunate ln ttrat we have a distinctive, and
in some instances uruque, set of attractions
based on our natural endowments, history,
and culture. Carneron, for instance, has the
most beachfront access in the state and is
blessed with natural beauty. The most
successful attractions have sought to be
authentic and preserve the integrity of the
resources while increasing their drawing
power. Thus, the key to sustainability is to
carefully manage to assure visitor
satisfaction white balancing this with
outstanding stewardship of the resources

SMegths

Cameron Parish is recognized as one of the
best birding destinations in the state and
probably the nation. Many birders already
visit the parish to enjoy the great number of
species that use the parish's abundant habitat
for feeding and resting. Its location with 26
mites of beaches along the Gulf of Mexico
provides many sporting and outdoor
recreation opportunities. The outstanding
natural resources of the parish provide
enormous opportunities for outdoor enthus-
iasts, as do the marine resources of the Gulf
of Mexico.

Funds have been obtained for the Jetty Road
Fishing Pier project, which will convert a
popular but dangerous recreational area «
rock jetties near the Calcasieu Ship Cannel
into a user-friendly facility- This 2MO-foot
long fishing pier will provide safe access for
anglers, birders, and other visitors to the
area. The project witt include Partnng.
restrooms, lighting, and camp facilities. It
has been demonstrated that anglers use shore
fishing opportunities when such facilities
exis< Marketing the jetty project along the
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Calcasieu Ship Channel will ultimately
benefit the community.

Groups and individuals visited by the study
team thought that tourism is big busmess
and that Cameron Parish has the potential
for enhancing its existing tourism sector.
Such a positive attitude can go a long way
toward building the interest needed to
sustain and develop tourism within the
parish, but organization and leadership
seemed to be a problem.

The Creole Nature Trail has been designated
as a National Scenic Byway. This provides
an opportunity for partnering with Calcasieu
Parish and the Southwest Louisiana Conven-

tion and Visitors Bureau for advertising, tow
packages, etc.

Tourism proinotion of the parish has been
inconsistent, and in order to stimulate visitor
interest and access to attractions, there needs

to be an on-going effort. While the parish
has the Beachfront Development District,
the Chamber of Commerce, and other

organizations, a more active and involved
Tourist Commission would be beneficial to

the parish. The existing committees such as
the Fur and Wildlife Festival Assoiaation,

Cajun Riviera Festival Association, Alligator
Harvest Festival, and others need to join to
provide new ideas, to motivate each other.
and to plan the direction for tourism for the
parish. By joining, forming subcommittees,
and getting more people involved, much
more can be accomplished toward common
goals. While there are several organizations
working on tourism projects, there did not
seem to be a concerted effort by all indi-
viduals to move toward a common goaL
The tourism community should work with
existing assets before undertaking huge
projects that may be less likely to succeed.

Fishing guide busina<aes deal face to face
with numerous tourists for an extended

period of time each visit, and any tourism
development efforts for the parish would be
more productive by involving the fishing
guide companies. These are not the same
casuany operated, part-time businesses that
were common to the industry 10 years ago.
The existing operations reflect well on the
community and are run by full-time
operators with top-quality equipment who
provide excellent fishing experiences.

There are many fresh and saltwater fishing
opportunities, but team found that there is a
need for comprehensive marina services in
the parish. From Freshwater Bayou to the
Texas border, there are no mariris that meet
these fishermen's needs. The parish
leadership should delegate a few people to
travel to comprehensive marina develop-
ments in central and southeastern Louisiana,
such as Cypress Cove and Pointe Fourchon
or Pleasure Mand near Port Arthur, Texas.

These developments are compatible with
the petroleum industry. Both exist in
petroleutn-based economies, yet are able to
provide attractive environments for recrea-
tional boaters and owners of quality homes.
Marinas are more than boat slips Marina
investments often include wet slips, dry rack
storage, guide services. boat condominiums,
and canal complexes for home construction.
There is some development emerging in
Hackberry and Big Lake. Yet the potential
exists for further development.

Litter continues to be a problem, and not an
easy oue to solve, though much has been
done to clean up the parish since the first
team visit to the area. It is not only a
cleanup issue but an educational one, which
needs to be addressed through hospitality
traming, m the school system, and through
civic organizations. The annual Beach
Sweep continues to clean up litter each year



along the beaches, but there is a need to
chan up the derelict boats and other
structures abandoned to rust in the water-
ways and on land which are an eyesore to
tourists as they travel the parish.

Signale is a vital element in duecting
tourists to attractions and locations within
the parish. While there has been an
improvement in signage, there are stiH some
areas that lack proper signs and other that
are in need of maintenance.

OpporfartAAe

Immediate Action

Hoapitalty training is needed not only for
the front-line workers in hotels and res-

taurants, but also for employees at bait
shops. convenience stores, the parish library,
gas stations, government offices, the
sheriff's office, ferry landings, and everyone
who is likely to serve visitors. Familiari;ra-
tion tours should be conducted for the
htnpitality trainees as well as various other
groups. T7esc tours would be designed to
acquaint the trainees with the parish's many
attributes and attractions, as well as the
impottance and economic benefits of
tourism. Many workshops and seminars are
available. such as the Louisiana Rural
Tourism Confeience, LTPA-sponsored
workshops on various topics, Louisiana
afrite of Tourism-sponsored seminars, and
others. It is vitally important to the
proinotion of the tourism industry that the
community be knowledgeable about what it
offers. as weU as friendly and helpful.
Though brochures were developed in the
past, new ones should be printed updating
infotmabon. They should be kept updated
and on the shelves The parish should
partner with such groups as the Southwest
Visitors and Convention Bureau, Louisiana
Travel Promotion Association, fishing and

hunting clubs, Louisiana Office of Tourism,
and the Texas Office of Tourism, and keep
them abreast of activities such as fairs,
festivals, 6shing rodeos, birding season, etc.

Ferries can be tourism and econpnnc
development generators. DQTD is looking
at ways to phase out ferries throughout the
state. But since a bridge over the Calcasieu
Ship Channel is not likely in the near to
mid-term, it would be advisable for

Cameron Parish officials to investigate the
possibility of obtaining an additional ferry to
expedite trafhc or at the very least for back-
up in case one breaks down  the only backup
now is a much smaller ferry!. The Chamber
of Commerce, for exainple, can begin
identifying times when congestion at the
ferry is the greatest, obtain DOTD figures
regarding users, and identify other areas
where ferries are successfully accommo-
dating traffic. Tourism development would
also be served by such a move. Cameton
could be marketed as one of the last "ferry
rides" in the state or the South since there

are relatively few left.

Highway 82 ptallmfls. Highway pull-offs
along LA 82 should be investigated and
promoted to accommodate not just emer-
gency situations, but also birders, anglers,
and outdoor enthusiasts. Developing stops
along Hwy 82 with stops at the federal
wildlife refuges and Rockefeller would also
be a worthwhile project, and would tie into
promotion of the Creole Nature Trail
Nanonal Scenic Byway. Also, school
groups and educational tours could be put
together to explain and visually examine the
disastrous effects of coastal erosion left
iinchecked, particularly in the Johnson
Bayou, Constance Beach, and Holly Beach

Access to pier and bank fishing. Access
to water-based recreation is a priority among



outdoor enthusiasts, particularly the
availability of bank or pier fishing, which is
extremely important for the many who
cannot afford boats or guides. In addition to
the development along the Jetty Road, a
fishing pier at Holly Beach would be well
utihzed. A "coastal fishing trail" to
accompany a "coastal birding trail" might be
the second trail in a coastal series, beginning
with the rocks at Johnson Beach, a pier at
Holly Beach, the Cameron Jetties, and
possibly surf fishing at Rutherford or other
beaches. Here again, pull-offs would be a
necessary feature to accommodate tourists,
birders, anglers, and emergencies. These
would be in addition to those already being
planned along LA 27. Fishing at the rocks
along Johnson Bayou has been a great
attraction for persons wading to the rocks or
fishing by boat. Shops, restroorns, gas and
parking areas need to be developed to
ttccommodate these fishing enthusiasts.
This area should then be targeted for
promotion.

Nonhunting and fishing opportunities such
as birding, shelling, biking, hiking, and the
swimming beaches need to be more
effectively promoted, taking advantage of
the Creole Nature Trail National Scenic

Byway. Rutherford and Holly beaches are
very nice, but in need of restrooms and
possibly concessions. Instead of trying to
get the FEMA requirements changed.
officials should look at Grand Isle State

Park, and other parks along the Alabama and
Horida coasts that innovatively have
addressed the problem without exorbitant
additional costs.

The parish should continue to support the
development of private-sector marsh and
wildlife tours in the wildlife refuges,
capitalizing on the fact that there is no other
place in the country where so much wildlife
can be seen with so little expense.

Continrred pmrnotiorr oi' the Fur rind
Wildlife Festival as authentic arMI
revitahxation of the Cajun Riviera
Festival. An ongoing observation and
criticism put forth by the Rural Tourism
Development Task Force is that festivals are
becommg generic and no longer integrate
the traditions that spurred their creation.
The Fur and Wildhfe Festival is a good
example of an event that has stayed close to
the traditions that created it. However, there
should be more marketing of the event
outside the parish. Contact with the
Southwest Louisiana Convention and
Visitor's Bureau, the Louisiana Travel
Promotion ~ation, and attendance at
the Rural Tourism Conference are good
places to start networking and garnering
ideas and support for the event.

The Cajun Riviera Fourth of July celebration
was chosen three times as one of the top 20
events in the Southwest United States. It

was founded to promote business and
tourism in the area as well as preserve the
Cajun culture. These achievements
provided positive marketing opportunities
for the parish and consideration should be
given to reestablishing the festival

Many of the suggestions in Louisiana
Sea Grant's first �987! and follow-up
assessments �990! have been implemented
partiaOy or entirely. The reports should be
revisited for evaluation purposes and to help
den~ future courses of action.

The Internet is a tremendous tool for

marketing and for obtaining information, as
travellers can become well informed about
Carneron when considering their travel
plans. The Internet is as close as the public
library or the schools. Librarians, students,
and teachers could be enrolled in re.search to

find out what others are reading, seeing, and
hearing about the parish.



The state provides Internet access to
parish information through http J/
www.doa.state.ltLus/ including parish
profiles and various information about state
departments. The State Parks home page
 atty/www.crLstate.ia.~! lists state parks,
sate comrnetnorative areas, and preserva-
tion areas with infoiiiiation about each.
Home pages for Louisiana parishes
can be found at httpJ/www.lapage.corn/
page/ with 64 clickable parish locations that
include a tour of the area's culture and
attractions, dining, lodging, etc. Httpl/
www.louisianatravel.corn provides an
alternative to information in the Tour Guide.
According to Peter A. Mayer Advertising,
this site received almost 300,000 hits from
January to April 30, 1997.

The Internet is a relatively inexpensive
mechanism foi' providing information to
tourists and potential tourists immediately.
It is easily updated with new information
and, with audio capabilities. it's possible to
taUc to web site visitors! Purchases and
reservations can now be made on-line.

Possibilities abound and this tool should

become a part'of any marketing program.
Cameron would best be served, in the near
~, by working with the Southwest
Louisiana Convention and Visitors Bureau

on such oppornmities.

Near-Term Action

"Alternate IO," Coastal Louisiana, is a
national treiisure. The shortest route in
terms of actual mileage from Houston to
New Orleans is LA 82 to LA 14 to US 90
through Cameron, New Iberia, Morgan City,
Houma, and Thibodaux. This would serve
as a perfect nature-based tourism route,
including a continuation of the Texas
Coastal Birding Trail. lt could be featured
as "Alternate 10." This would provide a
perfect oppryrtunity for a rnultiparish task

force to investigate ecoriomic developinent
opportunities associated with nature-based
tourism in other areas and partner to entice
visitors to travel "Alternate 10." A first step
would be the coordination and promotion of
a birding trail along this route.

Texas has created a very successful coastal
birdiug trail with High Island in JeS'erson
County identified as one of the most
significant viewing areas in the country.
Nearly two million birds are attracted
annually to the Holleyman-Sheely and
Henshaw Sanctuaries near Johnson Bayou, a
fact that is of great significance to birding
enthusiasts.

Several actions need to take place in
preparation for partnering concerning
birding activities. Parish officials should
arbitrate between Holleyman-Sheely
Sanctuary representatives and the Little
Florida Subdivision to reach reasonable
accommodation for both the subdivision
residents and naturalists wishing to continue
providing excellent birding opportunities.
Possibly some screening along the periineter
of the sanctuary would appease residents
who are offended by the weed gardens
grown to feed birds.

Because of the popularity of shore and surf
fishing in Cameron Parish, the beach
stabilization rock breakwaters parallel to the
beach on Highway 82 are a valuable asset.
Maintenance of access to this shore fishing
oppcutunity is essential, Highway 82 is
threatened by coastal erosion and must be
viewed as an asset for transportation, beach
angling accem, and marshland protection.
The availabiTity of wade and jetty fishing
can be viewed as providing diversity for
saltwater anglers.

The Calcasieu Ship Channel has potential
to generate income. Docks and mres for
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bait, gas, ice, and other supplies are needed by
fishing guides and the public. Having these
facilities would also capture money within the
parish that anglers are currently spending
outside the parish. If no land is available in
the Monkey Island area or on port property on
the west bank of the channel, a barge could be
used with fuel and an ice plant and tied up to
the Port Commission's property. Venice
Marina used to do this. Because of the lack

of faciTities below Hackberry and Grand
Lake, anglers make their purchases and stay
overnight outside the parish.

Interviews with saltwater fishing guides
indicated that 90-95 percent of their chents
are from outside the Cameron/Calcasieu

economies. They need comfortable
accommodations and their guides need fuel,
ice, and boat storage at convenient places.
Once guides leave the Hackberry and Big
Lake areas, support services are in need of
improvement. Consider this to be also a
reQection of private-boat angler needs.
Private-boat anglers represent a growth
prospect for the community. Dry rack
storage, wet slips, boat condoruiniums, and
mari«as are needs offering business invest-
ment opportunities.

%he Intracoastal Waterway is as an
overlooked asset Many vacationers with
large boats and sailing vessels cruise inland
waterways, such as the Intracoastal, on trips
from Maine to Corpus Christi, Texas. A place
to fuel, purchase supplies, and fish would be
an attraction to this niche market group. A
marina in the area around Monkey Island
would not only attract these vacationers, but
also Louisiana and Texas residents looking for
a day's fishing trip. The marina planned for
the Merrnentau River needs to become aware

of this opportunity to serve transient boaters.

Hunters can equal new dollars in the
Carneron Parish economy. There are over

15,000 hunters who comnute from outside
the parish. According to the 199l National
Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-
Asscciated Recreation for Louisiana,
hunters spent an average of $59 per day.
This could be a great gain in revenue for
Carueron Parish. Accommodations, sup-
plies, and boat launching and docking
facilities are rum&! to keep them people
overnight As it is, they use the resources,
leave htter, and are gone. The Little Pecan
property is being soM by The Nature
Conservancy and will in all likelihood be
used for hunting aud fishing purposes,

Longer- Term Action

Monkey Island represents a rare oppor-
tunity for the parish. Most coastal
communities that attract great numbers of
tourists went through a cycle from a small
fishing village, to an inexpensive campsite
for citizens living nearby, to a deteriorating,
rundown area unattractive to tourists, to an

attractive an:a in demand by visitors. Exam-
ples are Santa Rosa Mand at Pensacola,
Gulf Shores. and Dauphin Island, where
hurricanes created a clean sweep and rebirth
of the area We are not suggesting cheap
attractions, but are saying that Cameron has
the opportunity to carefully plan attractively
built marinas, motels, service facilities,
stores, condominiums, and entertainment
areas. Louisiana examples of such
developments can be fotmd in Grand Isle,
Venice, Pointe Fourchou., and in the south
Tenebonne area.

A state park for Cameron Parish. The
Louisiana State Parks Master Plan. 1997-

2012 calls for a series of coastal state parks
and preservation areas extending froru
Piaquemines Parish to Cameron Parish.
Cameron Parish was selected because of the

significant natural resource base, and the
opportunities for fishing, bird watching,
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~g' ~a~g casnping, and other family
n~ The location of a park in

n co ld gene.'rate $3 million or mole
Q~>on and cortstruction depending on

the faclbttes aild itin+ c sts offer local park
operatmg budget expenditures of $100,000
to $200 000+. tmd have other direct and

t economic impacts. For instance,
Grand Me State prtrlr� in 1994, accounted
for $4.8 million I total expenditures by park

Lottlsiana in preparation for their
to Grand Isle, in route to and from, and

during their visit The total economic
impact on the parish economy was $8.4
million.

The parks developed by the Cameron
relation districts all are well used and
offer local recreatianal opportunities. Tbe
areas need to be sttsdied and the potential to
add or reflect the recreational development
is needed. For insuance, Recreation District
46 between Creole and Carneron could be

studied for rally camping opportunities,
perimeter exercise trails, etc.
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Employment changes �98S-1993!. As part
of the Cameron Parish economic assessment

study, Louisiana Sea Grant analyzed the
parish's economy using a techmque known
as "shift-share analysis." Shift-share
analysis enables parish leaders to evaluate
how their parish compares with the United
States and Louisiana in terms of employ-
ment shifts and growth. The results of this
analysis axe shown in Tables 4 and 5. For a
more in-depth discussion of the economic
analysis techniques used, see Appendix B.

In terms of emg1oyment, the parish experi-
enced growth in several sectors between
1985 and 1993 as seen in the column labeled
"Actual Change" in Table 4 These sectors
were coastruction, manufacturing, retail
trade, finance, insurance, real estate, and the
service sector. In some cases, employment
growth was quire strong, surpassing growth
rates in the state or the country as a whole.
For example, when we look at construction,
we would expect growth of only two jobs
between 1985 and 1993. Cameron Parish

actually added 109 jobs, causing a net gain
of 107 jobs in this sector. The service sector
was the fastest growing sector in Louisiana
and the United States. This was also true in

Carneron Parish.

Not surprisingly, given the economic down-
turn of the 1980s, one of the hardest hit
sectors for Caineron Parish was the raining
sector. It is noteworthy that this sector
dechned at both the state and national levels,
yet Caxneron Parish employment losses in

mining were at a rate greater than those of
Louisiana or the U.S. as a whole. The
"Parish Share EIFect" columns in tables 4

and 5 show the share of employment lost by
the parish. All of this decline was attributed
to the steady deterioration of the offshore oil
and gas extraction industry.

Calculations presented in the "Potential
Change" cohunn of Table 4 indicate that,
because of on national economic forces

alone  U.S. employment growth and the
industry mix!, Cameron Parish should have
gained 214 jobs between 1985 and 1993.
Total nonagricultural employment for the
period increased by only 95 jobs. That
means that Caxneron actually suffered a net
loss of 121 jobs  " Actual Change" xninus
"Potential Change" !.

Relative to Louisiana employment growth
 Table 5!, which was in a state of decline at
the time, Caxneron Parish should have
gained only one job  " Total of Potential
Change" column! versus the 95 that were
actuaHy gained. Thus, relative to the state,
Cameron realized a net gain of 94 jobs
between 1985 and 1993  " Total of Parish
Share Effect" column!.

Kconoxnie base. In order to help define
the economic base for Cameron Parish,
Louisiana Sea Grant used an analytical
tool known as location quotient analysis-
A location quotient measuxes the parish's
relative employment concentration in
various industries. For more informa-

tion on location quotient analysis, see
Appendix B.



4 $+ft $h~ Explanation of Esnployment Changes in Cameron Parish
Rdative to U5- 1985.1993

Southwest Louisiana Sea Grant College Program 1996; aruf County Business Patterns,
U.X Zkpartnrent of Cavan me, Bureau of the Census, 1985 and 190.

Table 5. ShiftNhare Explanation of Ktnployrneat Changes in Cameron Parish
Relative to Louisiana, 1985-1993

es- ouisutna Sea Grant College Progrtun 1996; and Countjj Business Patterns,
U.S. DeParttnent of Con@nett:e, Bureau of the C~m, 1985 ~ 1993



Table 6. Selected Location Quotients for Camernn Parish
Relative to US., 1991-1993

Sources: Louisiana Sea Grant College Program 1996; and County Business patterns,
U S. Depanment of ComInerce, Bureau of rhe Census, J985 and J 993
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If LQ= I:
Industry employment in the parish and
the U.S. are concentrated to an equal
degree.

If LQ<1:
Parish employment in the industry is
concentrated less than in the U,S.

If LQ>I:
Parish employment in the industry is
concentrated more than in the U.S.

The location quotients in Table 6 show some
of the areas in which Cameron Parish non-

agricultural employment is concentrated
more than in the United States. For
instance, in 1994, parish employment in oil
and gas extraction was concentrated 25
times as much as in the U S., and that same
year, Cameron Parish employment was
approximately 33 times as concentrated in
water transportation as in the rest of the U.S.

Cameron Parish's key economic sectors
have been youped into two categories that
reflect the source of their economic
significance. They are:  I! natural resource
extraction and use, and �! local commerce.

Natural resource-extracbori rsnd use.
Natural resource extraction means the
resources are physically removed from their
location. Some of these resources, such as
fisheries, can be renewed, while others, such
as oil and gas, occur in limited quantities
and can only be partially renewed through
reuse and recycling efforts. Nadiral resource
use rueans that businesses and industries

make use of the resources where they are,
possibly with some modification, but the
resources are not removed.

As a part of natural resource extraction and
use, there are related value added and export



activities that take place within the parish
These activities are important because they
bring money into the parish from outside the
region.

Oil and gas extraction has historically been
of great importance to Cameron Parish, not
just bemasc of the large deposits and
activities that take place within the parish's
jurisdiction, but also because of its
proxitnity to oil and gas reserves in the Gulf
of Mexico. For instance, in 1994, Guneron
Parish produced 4/88,424 BBLS of oil and
condensate and 133,441,692 MCF of natural
and casinghead gas,

Sea Grant estimates that as much as 60
percent of the nonagricultural employtnent
in Cameron Parish is somehow related to oil
and gas extraction. Many of the businesses
and industries in the parish have forward
and backward linkages with the oil and gas
extraction industry. Forward linkages
include the wholesalers like L 4 L Oil who
handle the crude petroleum, as well as
pipehnes run by companies such as ANR
Pipeline «nd Tennessee Gas Pipeline. Most
of the processing activity takes place north
of Camaon in Calcasieu Parish, but there is
some processing by NER Natural Gas
Clearing House. Backward linkages are
those companies that provide inputs or
services for use in oil and gas extraction and
related areas. Some examples are Francis
Drilling Ruids and Wilson Supply
Company. There are other industries that do
not provide direct inputs, but are still linked
to the oil industry. For example, Petroleum
Helicopters transports workers to the oil rigs
offshore.

Fisheries and wildle are a big part of the
economic base of Cameron Parish. In 1995,
fislieries and wildlife produced a gross farm
value of $28.5 miUion in the parish with
$21.3 million a result of two products,

shriinp and menhaden. Table 7 shows the
complete breakdown. Carneron Parish
accounts for over 7 percent of the shrimp
and over 20 percent of the menhaden landed
in Louisiana. Another important product for
the parish is alligator production  hides,
eggs, and meat!. Over 11 percent of the
wild and farm-raised alligator value in
Louisiana was in Cameron Parish. One fact
the table does not show is the importance of
wild alligators. Cameron Parish produces
over 20 percent of the wild alligators in
Louisiana. Attempts are being made to
market nutria rneaL

Seafood handling and processing are by far
the largest value added/export activities
within the parish. Most of the seafood
products are sold to handlers and whole-
salers who first pack the product in ice and
then export it outside the parish to be
processed. Most of the value-added seafood
processing within the parish takes place at
Zapata Haynie, Inc., which produces fish
meal and oil from menhaden. Alpha
Seafood in Hackberry also processes
seafood, primarily shrimp.

As mentioned earlier, resource use refers to
businesses and industries that make use of

resources without removing them. This
application of natural resources must be
sustainable for continued use. Some
sustainable uses of natural resources include
land use for agriculture  crop and animal
production!, waterway use for freight and
passenger transportation, and consumptive
 hunting and fishing! and nonconsumptive
 birding, photography, shelling, etc.! uses of
wildlife such as nature-based tourism.

The agricultural sector does not have as big
an economic impact on Cameron Parish as
do fisheries and wildlife. In 1995, the gross
farm value of crop production was $5.5
million. The largest single crop was rice,
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Table 7. Fisheries and Wildlife Productiort in Camerorr Parish, 1995

Gross

Farm Value of LA
Total

Pruducbon
Animal Number

of Producers

$303,449506,270 poundsCrawfish  Wild R Farm!

Alligators  Wild k. Farm!

Oysters

10

53,514 feet $1,951,79& 11.51

$120,00G10,000 sacks 0,4982

$9,000

$50,000

$29,700

$9,951

0.44500 dozen

100,000 pounds

30,000 pounds

10,24& pounds

Soft-Shell Crabs

1.14

15

7.2815

7,950,840 pounds $13,516,428

155,836,40G pounds $7,791,820

7.2&Shriinp

Menhaden 20.39

2,135366 pounds $1,434,919

1,093399 pounds $1,469,013
80Crabs

4.83Commercial Finfish

$1OGP3317,8&0 animals 8 59

D = Disclosure
Sources: Laaisiaea Cooperntive Extension Service; Lauisiana Surrvrmry 1995- Agricrdmm
and Natural Rescmuees.
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which accounted for ahnost $4 million. TMs
was less than 2 percent of the value of all
rice produced in Louisiana in 1995. Total
animal production for Cameron Parish in
1995 was $10.5 tuillion of which $10.3
million was in cattle and calf production.
Cameron cattle and calf production
accounted for 4.3 percent of the state's total.

Waterway use is an important aspect of the
economic base of Cameron Parish. In 1994,
there were 126 people employed in water
trarrsportation. Location quotient analysis
from 1985 to 1994 showed that Cameron
Parish specialized in water transportation
employment 30 to 70 times more than did
the United States. The most traversed
waterways in the parish are the Calcasieu
Ship Channel, GIWW, and the Mertnentau

River. The economic impact of these
unportant waterways on the parish economy
is limited. In some circles, in fact, it is
argued that the shoreline erosion and
vehicular traffic disruption costs of the
channel have greatly exceeded the benefits
to the parish. However, funrre plans could
greatly enhance the econoinic significance
of the ship channel to the parish. The
GDVW's significance is regional and
national, not just local, although impacts
such as shoreline erosion are felt by local
landowners.

Nature-based tourism, also known as
ecotourisrn, provides a nonconsumptive
means of using the wildlife and land
resources within the parish. Bird watchers
and other nature lovers travel to the parish to



CNjoy the natural beauty of the beachu,
«etlands, and other wildlife habitats, In
1995, 8,462 people signed the visitors'
regisser at the Carneron Prairie National
VNdlife Refuge, and 7,725 at the Sabine
National Wildlife Refuge Headquarters. A
counter on the walking trail at the Sabine
National Wildlife Refuge registered 173,228
visitors in 1995. The current economic
impact of this nonconsumptive resource use
is minimal, however, because of the lack of
tourism support industries and a sigruficant
means for capturing the dollars locally.

Coastal recreation and tourism activities are
important for two reasons: �! tourism is a
means of exporting culture, and �! related
activities bring in money from outside the
parish. The export of culture includes
intangibles such as the tourists' memories,
but it also includes tangible items created by
local artisims such as Shell Art by Mickey in
Constance Beach. 'Hm biggest beneficiaries
of tourism are the related support industries.
Motels, restaurants, retail establishments,
and hospitality services all benefit from
people visiting the parish as travellers. In
1994, an estimated 330 people were
employed in travel and tourism-related
activities in the parish. This number,
however, also includes the employment that
overlaps with commercial travel activities.

Load commerce refers to those businesses

within the parish that offer final goods and
services to individuals and households.
Other than the overlap with coastal
recreation and tourism, these activities do
not generate any new money within the
region. Traditionally, these businesses are
found in the construction, retail, and service
secton of rhe economy. They can also be
found under the finance, insurance, and real
estate sectors. In 1994, there were an
estimated 900 people employed in local
commerce activities in Cameron Parish.

Grand Lake, in the northern part of the parish,
is experiencing some population growth
associated with suburban growth in Lake
Charles and relocations from the southern part
of Cameron Parish. This growth offers
business opportunities m commercial retail
and services. At present, there is a scarcity of
retail establishments in Cameron Parish. If
these goods and services are not available
locally, they will be purchased outside the
area, with the associated loss to Cameron of
business revenues. This situation causes a

void in the parish economy as residents
purchase may of the items they consume iri
Lake Charles or Port Arthur and Beaumont.

ONdook

Nataral resou~traction and use. The
oil and gas extraction sector is, according to
Dr. Loren C. Scott, an economics professor at
LSU, "one of the truly bright spots in the
 state s! econoruy...". In May 1993, there
were only 86 rigs active in the state. By
May 1997, that figure had risen to 189. Bob
Baumann with the LSU Energy Center
attributes this miniboom to technological
advances that have reduced risk and increased
drilhng payoffs Success rates, according to
Baumann, have been "phenomenal". In one
instance, a major firm drilled 18 wells and 16
proved successfuL In another instance, a
Louisiana-based firm succeeded with 12 of 13
wells drilled. This results in lower finding
costs and helps offset higher operating costs.
The technological advances include 3-D and
4-D seismic make it easier to locate oil and
gas deposits, but these advances also enable
companies to get more out of existing wells.
The new Deepwater Systems technologies
summarized below allow fiirrns to drill at
increasing depths:

~ Fixed Platform  FP! � Up to 1,650 feet.
~ Compliant Tower  CT! � 1PN � 3,000

feet. Both the fixed platform and
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compliant tower are supported by piles
driven into the seabed.

~ Hoating Production System  FPS!�
consists of a semisubmersible equipped
with drilling and production equipment.
Anchored in place with wite rope and
chain, or can be dynamically positioned
using rotating thrusters. 600 - 6,000 feet.

~ Tension Leg Platform  TLP! � a floating
structure held in place by vertical,
tensioned tendons connected to the sea
f1oor by pile-secured templates. 1,500-
6,000 feet.

~ SeaStar  Sstar! � a floating minitension
leg platform of relatively low cost
developed for production of smaller
deepwater reserves. 600 - 3500 feet.

~ Subsea System  SS! � single or multiple
wells located on the sea floor producing
through a manifold and pipeline system to
a distant production facility. 7,000 feet.

~ SPAR Platform  SP! � consists of a large-
diameter single vertical cylinder supporting
a deck Hull is moored using a taut catenary
systetn of six to 20 lines anchored into the
sea floor. 2,000 to 10,000 feet.

The Deepwater Royalty Relief Act of 1995
helped make it economicamy feasible to drill

Ceatral Gttlf of Mexico facts Receiving Bids'

~Before Deepwater Royalty Relief
'After Deepwater Royalty Relief

in deepwater  over 800 meters!. The
Minet3ls Management Service predicts that
oil production will rise from 945,000 bbl/
day in 1995 to between 1.6 and 1.9 million
bbVday by the year 2000. ate table below
shows the dramatic rise in deepwater
activity

In March 1997, 1,032 leases of federally
owned tracts m the Gulf were sold f' or
$824 million. OB and gas companies
issued a record 1,790 bids for those tracts
totaling $1.2 billion. Scott cautions that the
incise in activity will not be accom-
panied by a syrnznetrical increase in
employment because of technological
advances.

The outlook is one of optimism and high
expectations for deepwater Gulf exploration
and pmduction for the next two decades.
The deepwater gas reserves in the Gulf have
been compared with those of Prudhoe Bay,
Naska, and technology is evolving at a pace
in which depth will not be a major factor in
years to come. Shell Oil Company described
its Mars project as "...the largest Gulf of
Mexico discovery m 25 years . " in an
internet news release  <httpd/www.shelius.
corn/news/press080$96.httnL !.



Historically, the oil and gas extraction
industry has been the driving force behiiid
the Louisiana econoiny. Since the offshore
activity is sustained in the coastal region,
Nid beraluie of the traditional lies to oil and
gas, any new activity in this sector will tend
to help the overall economies of the coastal
region as well as the state. Much of the
deepwater activity is taking place out of Port
Fouzchon, but the port facilities there are
strzutied. The West Cameron Port could be
ln a ptuiitlon to capitalize oli the deepwater
activity. And even without the deepwater
activity, there is still enough nearshoze
activity to keep the smaller ports such as
Caineron busy.

In the short term. the renewed activity looks
very promising. Advances in technology
have znade the drilling more automated, thus
there will be less direct employment
potential than in the past. However, many
of the land-based support services will still
be needed. In the longer term, some
questions still remain. Developers are con-
cerned over the implications of significant
oil and gas exploration and production far
offshore in the Gulf of Mexico to the
existing coastal infrastructure  notably
roads, bridges, ports and terminals,
industrial lands, ~ster supphes, solid waste
disposal, sewerage, etc!. There is also
mounting concern over fiscal issues and a
tz3ined work force, as well as the impact on
coastal wetlands. Recent and controversial
resemh by Dr. R.E. Turner �997! attributes
90 percent of the statewide wetlands loss to
oilfield canals built in the mid-20th century.

The outlook for fisheries and wildlife is one
of uncertainty. Each sector of the industry is
likely to face specific probletns that may
result in reduced individual participation in
that sector. Thezefoze, a contraction of the
comItnezcial 6shing industry in Carneron
Parish can be expected. Parish l~
should be pepared to accommodate people

displaced from the industry in an attempt to
retain them for the local labor force in an

alternative form of eznploymeri.

The fozec mt for water traxisportation m
Louisiana looks promising. Dr. Lozen Scott
predicts growth in the number of jobs in
non-rail transportation  water transportation
and trucking! in the next two years. As
mentioned in the infrastructure section of

this report, it is vital that Cameron Parish
proceed with port development planning
activities.

The outlook for coastal recreation and

tourism activities is mixed. Tourism is

down slightly in New Orleans for the first
quarter of 1997  Guyman!. Since New
Orleans is the znajor draw for the state, this
could hurt the overall state nuznbers.

However, the casinos in Lake Charles and

Shzeveport continue to draw visitors from
Texas and Oklahoma. Casino visitation

should cause touriszn in the western half of

the state to remain strong. The nuznber of
Cameron Parish visitors should continue to

grow with the designation of the Creole
Nature Trail as a National Scenic Byway. In
order for Cameron Parish to take advantage
of tourism's economic potential, the parish
must provide visitors with an opportunity to
spend some money.

Local cnnuaierce. Soine of the biggest
winners in the recent U.S. economy, in terins
of employment, have been in the services,
financial, and wholesaleJzetail trade sectors.
As stated earlier, these sectors, plus
construction, inake up a big portion of local
coinrnezcial activities.

In the United States, eznployment in
wholesaleJzetail trade increased by 4.7
percent in the erst half of the 1990s, and the
financial sector increased employment by
2.95 percent. The biggest gains were in the
services sector. Between 1989 and 1994,

S2



employment increased by 21.63 percent.
Within the services sector, growth industries
included busiest services, +3L38 percent;
amusement and recreation services, +30.34
percent; health services, +26.04 percent; and
social services, +31.15 percent,

Part of this impressive growth can be
explained by the strength of the overall
economy, but much of it is being driven by
advances in technology. This is particularly
true in the business services industry. If the
economy remains strong, local commercial
activities throughout the state should
continue to grow. Loren Scott predicts
growth in trade, services, and construction
over the next two years, while economists at
the Federal Reserve Bank in Atlanta see
only moderate growth in trade and a con-
struction slowdown in Louisiana. Service
sector growth should stabilize in amusement
and recreation services and health services,
but continued growth is expected in business
services because of continued advances in
technology.

Srramgtks

Cameron Parish possesses several strengths
6rgn tbe commerce and mdustry standpoint,
and they were cited in earlier sections of
this report. Others are present, but not
obvious, and should be ehcited from tbe
leaders and community-at-large as part of
any futme economic development planning.
They are presented below in no particular
order

Quality of life attributes' natural beauty,
low crime, recreation, improving public
schools

~ Proximity to Lake Charles, Beaumont/
Port Arthur, and Houston

~ Oil and gas exploration at an increasing
distance offshore and Cameron in a good
position to capitalize

~ Established history in the oil and gas and
commercial Gsheries industries

~ Strong entrepreneurial spirit among many
~ Waterways accem

Eagerness to tackle the futute

Wcabitcsscr

It is iinportant that Caineron understand its
shortcoinings and seek ways to overcome or
mitigate them. Planning requires franlaess
and constructive criticisin. The study team
observed the following weaknesses, again in
no particular order.

~ Deteriorating wetlands and land loss,
which are affecting agriculture, fisheries,
other businesses and landowners

~ Insurance expensive and often difficult to
obtain, vulnerability to floods, hurricanes,
and eroding wetlands
Difficulty in obtaining conventional real
estate mortgages in western parts of the
parish, as result of coastal erosion

~ Loss of hurricane buNer provided by the
beach rim and marsh west of Holly Beach

~ Unavailability of land
Deteriorating roadways and nonexistent
rail transport
IneQicient ferry connection across
Calcasieu Ship Channel and to Monkey
Mand

~ Dependence on few economic sectors for
jobs and income, declining business and
tax base

Lack of preparedness for the funue of the
parish, a clear and articulated vision
needed

OpporCueMes

immediate and Near-Term Action

There are several opportunities in Cameron
Parish for business and industrial
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development. But before these opportunities
can be realized, many of tbe weaknesses
cited above wiH need to be addressed and
citizenry must prepare and improve the
community in order to sustain the entire
process. Cameron must strive to be viewed
by prospective developers and citizens alike
as a community m which it is conducive to
operate businesses and industries 'Bere are
several steps that Cameron wiH want to
consider as it explores business and
industrial development strategies.

Step 1. Update Cameron's directory of
business and indrrstry. The last inventory
was completed in 1990 and needs periodic
updating. The effort was cosponsored by
Cameron Telephone Company, the
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service,
Sea GnrN and several civic groups. Such a
project would be an excellent undertaking
for the Chamber of Commerce.

Simultaneously, a compilation needs to be
made concerning availaMe industrial
development properties within the parish.
This inventory should include site locations
along with facts and figures concerning
available infrastructure, utilities, etc. The
Economic Development Task Force, parish
officials, Chamber of Commerce leaders,
utility companies, the Department of
Economic Development, and the Port of
Lake Charles should have ~ to this

infornration in order to quickly respond to
business prospects for the area. The project
might also be one that the Chamber of
Commerce can undertake, in cooperation
with several of the organizations noted
above.

Step 2. The parish's industrial development
interests need to determine a development
direction and goals There needs to be
broad-base support for any initiatives and
the Carneron cornrnunity, particularly the

business and service sector, must help
identify a track and set priorities. This will
help form active partnerships.

Step 3. Once the general direction is
established, asr economic development
strategy can be planned that carefrrlly
considers "how to get there from here".
That is, what approach es! should be used.
No one can develop that strategy for
Cameron Parish. Neither Sea Grant nor the

Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service
 LCES! can do it, nor should a consulting
company. It must be a parish-led effort that
involves the community's leadership and the
citizenry through committees. Sea Grant,
LCES, IMCAL and others can, however,
offer guidance and advice on some of the
best approaches.

There are several approaches that can be
used to carry out the strategies. The two
discussed below were the subject of most
discussions during the team's visit to the
parish. Under any circumstance, it is
important to remember that a successful
business and industrial development strategy
for Cameron Parish, is one that matches the
parish's existing and potential resources and
tools. Any strategy must be tied to the basic
economic realities.

Whatever plan is chosen, it must be forward
looking. Planning should involve at least a
10-year horizon. The problems faced by
Carneron Parish did not begin within the last
year, so it is logical to assume that these
problems cannot be solved quickly There is
no quick fix. The parish will want to care-
fuHy plan and target opportunities to match
its strengths while seeking to overcome
weaknmes. Regional cooperrrtion will be
essefitral. Links with regional development
interests such as IMCAL, the Southwest
Louisiana Chamber of Commerce, and the
port commissions in the area must be
strengthened.



hxlustrial recruitment approach
Cameron is not unlike other Louisiana
parishes in which creating new jobs through
industrial recruitment of foreign and
domestic industries has enjoyed consider-
able favor as a desirable technique for
stitnulating economic developmenL Rut to
make such an approach the centerpiece of
Camerun's future economic development
efforts has to be weighed against the
changing nature of the U.S. and global
economies and other important trends. For
eample, in the last two decades there have
been considerably fewer industrial reloca-
tions, making industrial attraction one of the
least effective approaches for coastal
Louisiana's economic development.
Cameron's industrial development special-
ists must also consider the fierce nature of
the competition for new facilities. Estimates
ate that somewhere between 12,000 and
15,000 economic development organizations
annuaHy pursue 1,000 to 1300 new facility
locations.

If Cametun chooses an industrial recruit-
ment approach as a key cotnponent of its
development strategy, the leaders should
devote more attention to attracting firms that
are closely linked to the existing manu-
facturing and service base, namely those
dependent on waterfront access. A strong
and competitive sector that supplies existing
industries will enhance the parish's attrac-
tiveness.

Though not as relevant to Cameron, a
distinct, recent national recruiting trend has
been for economic development leaders to
devote considerably more attention to
~ting service and wholesale'retail trade
businesses. Targeting specific businesses
and industries is an extremely important
goal-setting step in the recruitment process.
Targeting ought to realistically take into
account factors such as �! the parish's

existing Nnployrnent, skills, and income
mix; �! its natural resource base and
location; and �! the current infrastructure
and potential for improvements and
expansion. The vital employment infor-
mation that appears in the shift-share
analysis that accompanies this assessment
should help isolate the potential job growth
associated with how local employers are
faring competitive1y within their national
markets.

Cameron, for instance, has a high concen-
tration of natural resource-based industries
and could choose to capitalize on such
concentration arid add to its existing base of
industrial and support services. Or it may
decide to emphasize diversiTication of its
industrial base- so that its economy wiH not
risk collapse should those industrial sectors
experience a decline similar to the one
experienced in the mid to late 1980s. The
logical answer is a strategy that does both.
It should be a strategy that capitalizes on and
seeks to support the presence of existing
operauons, while pursuing new and different
businesses and industries that are compatible
with the community and can be sustained
over the long haul.

Decision-making, when it cotnes to targeting
and recruiting, involves tnore than just
seizing opportunities. It requires a great
deal of input, introspection, candor and
realism, and careful analysis and objective
consideration of relative strengths and
weaknesses vis-5-vis specific opportunities.
There needs to be a clear understanding of
trends and outlooks for the "prospects" and
the internal and external factors that are

affecting such expansion. A market analysis
would be quite helpful in this regard.
External factors to be examined might
include the foBowing: What types of
industries are growing nationally? Aie they
capturing a larger share of ernploymem?
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Is this trend true for the state and region?
Which industries are growing more rapidly
in the state and region than nationally?
What is the potential that this growth trend
wiiI continue? What role do international

h such as NAFIA play in the U.S.
outlook for the industry?

employment. Although inost new jobs are
created by new and expanding businesses,
the iinpact of closing or downsizing a
company such as Zapata-Haynie iu a
community such as Cameron can have
serious and, in some instances, devastating
implications.

Internal factors need to be examined as well.

How skilled is the labor force? Is the
condition of the infrastructure adequate to
handle particular types of industries and
buriemses? Is land developed and
available? If so,who controlsit? Industries
targeted with this level of detail can clearly
direct industrial and business recruitment
efforts.

Retention and expansion approach.
Efforts to retain industrial and business

enterprises are essential for communities
facing decline as well as those that simply
want to improve their economic position.
arts feel that appropriate policies and
support should be generated so that retention
is accorded at least the same consideration

as attraction. The difficulty is that although
such programs are very inexpensive and
comtnunity-oriented, they are hard to
implement because unless. they are accom-
panied with a great deal of publicity, the
successes have a relatively low level of
visibility. Attraction strategies have more
public support and visibility. Yet retaining
and aspiring to ultimately expand a 100-
eruployee finn within Cameron is likely to
have as much, if not more, ultimate impact
on the parish's economic we/1-being than
recrmting a 100-employee firm.

Retention is an attractive business and

industrial development goal because it can
help maintain jobs and income for Cameron,
while creating an opportunity for business
and industrial expansions, Research indi-
cates that existing businesses account for 40
to 70 percent of the net change in total

A retention or resident industry program for
the parish is proposed m the longer-term
opportunities section below.

Step 4. Once a plan is designed, parish
1eaders must implement it and monitor the
results over a period of time. A plan that
sits on a shelf is not a plan, it is simply a
dreain. It is important to remember that
business and industrial development takes
time and effort. Monitor the results of

parish efforts in light of activities and new
developments at the state, federal, and
global level. The current global economic
environment is dynaruic. Development
ideas that worked 10 years ago will not work
today. Likewise, a strategic plan that works
today will probably not work 10 years from
now. If the parish does not stay abreast of
current trends and modify its strategic plan
accordingly, it will continue to lag farther
and farther behind. Modify the plan as
needed. It should be "a work in progress".

Longer-Term Action

Cameroon Parish Resident Industry
Pmlpmn. The parish should undertake a
Cameron Parish Resident Industry Program
within the next year or so. Louisiana Sea
Grant has offered to assist the parish in such
an endeavor. The Resident Industry
Program would be a business and industrial
development project aimed at assisting its
existing firms. But before embarking on an
assistance program, there is a need for a
rnechanisrn for pinpointing firms' problems,
concerns, and opinions. A visitation
program would be such a mechanism.
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Trained volunteers would act as parish
"ambassadors" and in this capacity would
gather information on development diffi-
culties, economic concerns, and opinions of
Carneron as a place to do business. Once
aware of these issues, local leaders can
begin assisting the firms by whatever tneans
possible. The Chamber of Commerce might
consider taking the lead in such an effort.

Louisiana needs a statewide program of this
type. A Cameron Parish Resident Industry
Program could well serve as a model for the
test of the state. This type of work is not as
glamorous as a ribbon-cutting ceremony at a
new plant, but it helps undergird the existing
base and shows the resolve of local leaders
regarding the sustainability and growth of
what already exists.

As part of. the Carneron Parish Resident
Industry Program, the parish should work
with IMCAL and McNeese's Small Business

Development Center and set up a small
business education program. This program
would seek to inform small business owners

about the virtues of operating in the main-
stmun economy. It has come to our
attention that many small business owners
do not collect and pay state sales tax. In the
near term, it might be difficult for these
businesses to take on an accounting system
that would allow them to track sales and pay
taxes. However, in the long term, their
burin~:s would become more efficient,
and they would be able to do more business
in the mainstream economy.

Otber opportunities. To prepare for any
opportunity that might arise, the parish
should coordinate efforts of aII developtnent
groups. Right now there is a Chamber of
Commerce, an Economic Development Task
Force, a Tourism Commission, and two port
commissions. These groups need to better
coordinate and work together.

Not enough can be said about networking
with other interests in the region and state,
whether it is tourism development, port and
transportation development, or organizations
exploring means for coping with changes iu
other sectors. It is simply essentiaL In
particular, there is an urgent need for a
collaborative approach with Lake Charles
for port development matters. 'I%ere are
also some etnerging urbanization problems
beginning to affect the northern part of the
parish in particular  sewage services, water
supplies, solid waste dispel!. Regional
approaches are needed to solve many of
these crucial problems; oth~, little
long-term progress can be made.
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Utilities. Electric power is supplied to
homes, businesses, and industrial facilities
in Cameron Parish by Gulf States Utilities
 GSU! and the Jefferson Davis Electric
Cooperative  JDEC!. GSU is an operating
company for the Entergy Corporation, which
supplies 1.1 million customers throughout
Louisiana, JDEC is one of 13 electric
distribution cooperatives which jointly own
Cajun Electric Cooperative. Some 5,000
consumers in Cameron Parish are served by
this cooperative.

The two companies that provide natural gas
to Cameron Parish are ENTEX and United
Gas Pipeline Company. ENTEX provides
natural gas service to approximately 1,500
residential, 200 commercial, and two
industrial customers.

Five public water systems serve the parish-
Cameron  approximately 1,000 custoiners!,
Hackberry serving the communities of
Hack. berry, Johnson Bayou, and Holly
Beach, Creole  approximately 450 cus-
tomers in the Creole/Front Ridge area!,
Grand Lake/Sweet Lake  approximately
1,000 customers!, and Grand Chenier/Oak
Grove  900 customers!.

Highways. Cameron's main transportation
arteries are state highways 27 and 82. State
Highway 27 loops through the parish and
provides connection to Interstate 10 and the
Lake Charles metropolitan area. State
Highway 82 runs along the coast and
provides an easE-west route between Texas
and south central Louisiana. All of Highway

27 and a portion of Highway 82 were
recently designated as the Creole Nature
Trail National Scenic Byway, one of 16
around the country Other key state high-
ways in the parish are numbers 384, 390,
1142, 1143, and 1144.

Highway 82 is in serious jeopardy. The
highway is not only an integral transpor-
tation artery for southwest Louisiana and
southeast Texas, but also a hurricane
evacuation route for the communities of
Holly Beach, Constance Beach, Peveto
Beach, Ocean View Beach, and Johnson
Bayou. In addition, it is also a line of
defense against the encroaching Gulf of
Mexico. According to an April 1997
preliminary feasibtTity report prepared by
DNR's Coastal Restoration Division
and DO'ID and entitled, "Holly Beach to
Constance Beach Shore Protection," if
Highway 82 and the chenier "... are not
stabilized, there will be a catastrophic loss
of higMy productive and valuable coastal
marsh."

Such stabilization will requite substantial
public i~vestmentS for Enaintenance and
reinforcement. Citizens and officials alike
refer to the current approach of maintaining
the integrity of Highway 82 as "...a band-aid
for a Enultimillion dollar effort that requires
a long-range plan." The same preliminary
feasibility report estimated that the highway
preservation efforts would cost between $24
million and $84 million.

Another key concern for vehicular traffic is
the ferry crossing of the Calcasieu River
Ship Channel Vehicles must now use the



24-hour toll service, and average daily
traffic, according to the Department of
Transportation and Development, often
exceeds 1,000 vehic/es. The system is
frequently down for maintenance purposes
and, in addition, the flammable hazardous
nature of many of the materials carried in
commercial vehicles further restricts the
expeditious crossing. For a nmnber of
years, local leaders have sought the
construction of a high-rise fixed or mid-level
moveable bridge. Preliminary cost estimates
range from $31 million for a mid-level
moveable bridge with a vertical lift span to
$51 million for a siinilar bridge with twin
swing spans, and $44 million for a high-
level, fixed structure. A two-lane tunnel has
been estimated to cost $83 million. Some
con-sideration has been given to adding a
second ferry in lieu of a bridge crossing.

The parish has no rail or air service. The
nearest commercial aviation facihty is the
Lake Charles Regional Airport. There are
no private airports in the parish at this time,
although several landing fields can accorn-
modate small airplane traffic, In addition,
several he-licopter services use Cameron
locations as staging bases for their offshore
operatiolls.

Water transportation. Water transporta-
tion remains a major form of transportation
for the parish. The Calcasieu Ship Channel,
Mennentau River, and Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway  GIWW! are the priinary routes
for the movement of waterborne cargo to
and Rom the parish. Most goods are
tramqMrted in interstate commerce to
destinations east and west along the GIWW
�18 million tons in 1995! and to and from
private and public terminals along the
Calcasieu Ship Channel in the vicinity of
Lake Charles �7 million tons of freight
traffic in 1995!.

At this titne, there are no public port
facilities in the parish, although two port
commissions, East Cameron and West
Cameron, were established in 1968 by the
state legislature. The East Cameron Port
Commission's  East Cameron! jurisdiction is
liinited to wards one and two in the eastern
part of the parish, and it has dedicated its
efforts entirely to insuring safe navigation
for shallow-draft  nine-foot! vessels on the
lower Mermentau River. Extensive private
development has taken place along the
Mennentau's banks and according to U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers statistics, some
740,000 tons of freight traffic were moved
on that waterway in 1995. It levies a three-
ruills ad valoiem tax, that to date has
generated approximately $800,000. These
funds are currently being held in escrow
pending the outcoine of htigation con-
ceming rights-of-way.

The West Camemn Port Coinmission  West
Cameron! has jurisdiction in wards three
through six. It has been given the task of
actively pursuing development opportunities
associated with the properties owned by the
parish on Monkey Mand and Highway 27
along the Calcasieu Ship Channel and
Caicasieu Pass. West Cameron was only
reactivated recently, and it has the authority
to levy up to three mills of ad valorem taxes.
The Commission's leaders, however, have
been devoting most of their effort at
investigating development opportunities and
obstacles. Most of the recent attention has
been dedicated to resolving issues dealing
with access via a bridge  versus the current
ferry! to Monkey Island and studying the
possibilities of an anchorage area in the
Hackberry vicinity for deep-draft vessels
calling on the Port of Lake Charles. Once
these opportunities have been fully explored
and planned, then West Carneron may
consider requesting millage funds from the
residents.



The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers con-
ducted a study in 1992 to explore the
economic feasibility and environmental
implications of enlarging the southern half
of the so-called Carneron Loop that is used
by the offshore oil and gas industry, and
commercial and recreational fishing vessels.
The Loop is a bendway o6' the Calcasieu
Ship Channel with an authorized 12-foot by
200-foot channel whose southern haLf has

never been maintained. The Corps looked at
alternative channel depths but concluded
that none of the plans provided average
annual benefits to the nation greater than the
average annual costs.

Industrial development. Over the years,
Cameron's industrial development � notably
seafood processing and support operations
for the oil and gas sector � has taken place
on properties owned by private interests,
usually along a waterfront located in the
southern part of the parish, particularly in
the vicinity of the town of Cameron. Prime
industrial properties are in short supply. A
considerable portion of the parish is owned
by the federal and state goverrrments and
most private landowners are reluctant to part
with lands that have been family possessions
for decades. In addition, it is costly to
develop in this envirorunent because of
regulations and condition of the terrain. The
demand has spurred interest in additional
lands for industrial development, particu-
larly in the vicinity of Hackberry and
Cameron, and a great deal of attention has
focused on Monkey Island.

The island was obtained in 1994 from the

f derd government, which had formerly
used it as a site for a U.S. Coast Guard

station. The parish owns the property on
Monkey Mand proper �6 acres! and 57
acres across the Calcasieu Ship Channel
from the island  Section 32!. It is con-
sidered valuable because it includes nearly

2700 feet of deep draft access and over 2000
feet of shallow draft frontage. The property
can only be developed if land acted is
dramaticaHy improved. To date, vehicular
traffic can only get to the island via a smaH
barge-ferry that is owned and operated by
the state of Louisiana. Efforts are underway
to plan and construct a bridge.

Infrastructure is a major concern for
Cameron Parish. The needs are substantial

as is the price tag that accompanies than.

Examples of the some of the major public
works infrastructure needs include:

~ From $40-80 miHion are nimde9 for a

span or tunnel across the Calcasieu Ship
Channel to expedite vehicular traffic and
enable storm evacuations.

~ An estimated $23-84 million are urgently
needed within the next five years to
prevent structural failure on Highway 82
in the vicinity of Holly Beach and
Constance Beach. Emergency measures
in 1997 alone cost $3 0 rniHion.

~ Needed coastal restoration priority
projecrs are valued at nearly $36 million
for the Calcasieu! Sabine Basins and $8 5
million for the Merrnentau Basin.

~ The Corps of Engineers estimates
$500,000 to $1.7 miHion first costs  plus
annual costs of up to $300,000! are
needed for enlarging the Cameron Loop
and enabling industrial development and
improved navigation access.

~ Some $3.0 miUion are needed for the

Hackberry anchorage project that would
afford services to the ships anchored and
awaiting berths at the Port of Lake
Charles complex.

~ Approximately $1.0 million are needed
for a bridge connecting to Monkey Island.
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This would be the first of several stages
for « industrial development of the area.
~ 1997 Capital Outlay Bill included
$300,000 lil Priority 2 and $700,QQQ m
Priority 5.

~ $1.4-miHion Caxneron jetty pier
fishing project is vital to tourism and
recreation development efforts and would
provide outstanding land-based access for
anglers.

In addition. deferred maintenance xesulting
from the parish's financial crisis in the late
1980s and early 1990s wiH also be very
costly. Police Jury president Brent Nunez
estimated that in 1986, for example, some
$3.0 million were spent on Parish road
improvements. Today, no funds are
dedicated for such purposes. Monies are
also needed to connect the parish's multiple
water systems and enable many of the
predominantly rural residents to comply
with sewage discharge regulations.

The urgent need for these and other public
works unprovements is further cornphcated
by a changing federal funding environment,
one that is certain to affect every state and
county in the nation. The outlook is for
difficult times ahead, not just for Cameron
but for aH parishes in the state The primary
reason is the so-caHed federal fiscal devolu-
tion process where Congress returns more
responsibihties to the states  and localities!.
According to David Hale with Zurich
Kemper Investments, Congress, in its push
for a balanced federd budget by the
beginning of the next century, can be
expected to reduce federal assistance to the
states by 15-20 percent. Over the decades
from 1960 to 1990, the federal grants-in-aid
system flourished. The federal government
transferred funds to states and localities for a
whole host of public purposes ranging from
construction of essential physical infra-
structure to financial and medical assistance
for the poor.

Louisiana is currently in reasonably good
financial shape, but great fiscal stresses
could xesult in the next few years if the
state's increased responsibilities coincide
with a recession. It would not be unreason-
able to anticipate that this situation would
set the stage for dramatic policy changes,
such as additional deferred maintenance
policies and the privatization of many more
state and local entexprises and services.

Privatization has been and wiH continue to
be a dominant theme for economic
reformers, particularly relative to public
services and facihties. Private companies
supply about 85 percent of the nation's
electricity, but the public sector still owns
and operates practicaHy aU highways,
airports, ports, and waterworks systems.
Cameron could be faced with having to
consider such options in the not too distant
future.

These same issues are aLso likely to affect
proposed public port and industrial develop-
rnent projects, particularly in Monkey
Lsland, the Cameron Loop, and properties
along the Calcasieu Ship Channel. Public-
private partnerships are going to be needed,
and the pa6sh wiH need to deal with the
issue of generating revenues to help pay for
costs of construction and maintenance.

Cameron's strategic location in southwest
Louisi ina and adjacent to the Gulf of
Mexico is its biggest strength. It is located
geographically in relative proximity to the
deepwater tracts of the central Gulf of
Mexico that have spurred ruuch of the
miniboom in oil and gas exploration and
production. This renewed interest in
offshore production, along with techno-
logical innovations that have made it easier
to locate onshore and nearshore deposits,
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have considerable implications for Carneron
Parish. The parish is already experiencing
some of the xaore positive impacts � tax
revenues are up, unemployment is down,
income has risen, etc.

But attention should be given to insuring
that these strengths not becoxne wealm~A
or liabilities. Funding will have to be
devoted to public services, such as infxa-
structure, which need upgrading and
maintenance. Priorities will have to be
established by the community at-large. It
is virtually impossible to convert the
tremendous needs into reality with such a
small population  and tax! base, given the
external environment depicted above
regarding federal and state funding.

Opportunities are discussed below in terms
of immediate, near term, and long term.
Immediate projects refer to the ones that can
be done now. Near term opportunities can
be realized within the next two years, while
long-terra ones require five or more years.

Industrial development interests have noted
that there is no comprehensive inventory of
developable properties for Carneron Parish.
Such a listing can easily be made a project
of the Cameron Chamber of Commerce or

Economic Development Group and prepared
in consultatioa with utility companies,
private landowners, IMCAL, both port
commissions, and local banks.

In light of the extensive list of public works
projects that are needed throughout the
parish, the Monkey Island Bridge issue must
be ex pedited. Industrial development will
not take place without it. Once capital
outlay fxxnding is secured  currently Priority

2 and 5!, design and construction should be
expedited, and the Police Jury, in concert
with the Economic Developxnent Group and
the West Cameron Port Commission should
fast-track the xnaster plamxixxg for
Monkey IsIiind In the words of Ted
Falgout, the executive director of the
Greater Lafourche Port Comxnission  Port
Fouxchon! and a member of this study team,
"...deepwater drilling presents a great
opportunity for Cameron..." but xhe potential
cannot be realized without the proper
facihties and services.

Those individuals developing a port plan
would beaefit from a visit to Port Fourchon
to observe industrial development in that
area and its accompanying impacts, borh
positive and negative. In addition, the
master plan for the island should include the
needs of the commercial and sport fishing
interests in the region. Visits should be
raade by the planning comxnittee to Pleasure
Island in nearby Port Arthur, Texas, Grand
isle, and the VenicefEmpirc area in
Plaquemines Parish to see several xnariaxs
 commercial sad necn~onal! and charter
fishing operations that have been developed
in that area.

As stated above Highway 82 is in imminent
danger Its protecnon must be made a top
priority for the entire parish, in fact,
Louisiana In the corning weeks and
months, Cameron win have an opportuxtity
to reaffirm the urgent nature of this and
other coastal restoration issues, by actively
participating in "Coast 2050 a strategic
planning efI'ort being led by the Louisiana
Department of Natural Resources. The
planning initiative also involves the
Louisiana Wetlands Authority, CWPPRA
Task Force and local governments. Coast
2050 involves consolidating earlier
restoration plans aad obtaining meaningful
local input, not just public comments. in an
attempt to present a unified state plan.



Near-Term Action

The parish, in cooperation with IMCAL and
the Imperial Calcasieu RCAD, needs to take
a very serious look at the status and needs of
roads, streets, water systems, sewage and
solid waste disposal systems, etc. and
prepare a plall. This is needed lrl order to
rank and undertake projects that involve
millions of dollars of infrastructure needs.
Particular attention should be given to
avoiding the pitfalls of intraparish battles
associated with project developrnenL
Despite the practice in earlier years., the
parish can ill afford to build similar projects
in each of the wards, and an agreed-upon
process of project prioritization, based on
urgent need, will help move things along.

IMCAL, the%est Camemn Port Comrnis-
sion, and navigation interests in the
Hackberry area propose the establishment of
an anchorage area. %be intent would be to
provide a service for deep-draft navigation
interests along the Calcasieu Ship ChanneL
notably the vessels caihng on the Port of
Lake Charles and nearby terminals. Traffic
congestion along the docks in Lake Charles
causes delays and as.sociated increases in
costs to navigation. The anchorage concept
has been advocated as a means for reducing
vessel delays and improving safety by
providing chandlering, bunkering, and other
services from the Hackberry area as the
vessels await berths in Lake Charles.

The project has reached a point at which
funding is critical, and its future depends on
the interest of the Lake Charles-area
maritime community, notably the Port
Commission. Unless this interest and a
fumu~ commitment is secured, the project
is not likely to take place in the near-term.

In 1992, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
began a reconnaissance study for the Port of
Cimieron located on the Carneron Loop.

The Loop is divided into northern and
southern halves, and the Corps was asked to
determine the economic feasibility and
environmental soundness of enlarging the
southern portion. According to the Corps'
rigorous national planning and design
criteria, average annual costs for alternative
channel. dimensions were always greater
than the average annual benefits returned for
all the plans. The Corps thus suspended the
study and placed the project in an inactive
category. But times have radically changed,
and Cameron leaders should consider
requesting that the Corps or the state of
Louisiana  through DOTD! revisit this
project in light of the increased deepwater
activity that has been witnessed throughout
the icy'on.

A master development plan for Monkey
Island and the port property across the
channel shou1d also be prepared in the near
term. It is not essential that a staff be in
place to oversee such an effort. A prelimi-
nary plan could be prepared by reputable
consulting engineers at a relatively low cost,
perhaps even gratis. The possibility of
obtaining an additional ferry from DOTD
for the Calcasieu Ship Channel crossing
should be explored, as this presents an
interim solution to tragic congestion and
delays.

Longer-Term Action

Cameron's greatest advantage from an
industrial development standpoint is its
proximity to the Gulf of Mexico, and
deepwater drilling presents an outstanding
opportunity. Cameron has a long history
and tradition as a service center for the
offshore oil and gas industry, and there is a
large cluster of deepwater developments
south of Cameron and Galveston. Cameron,
in the words of team member, Ted Falgout,
has the opportunity to become "Port
Fourchon West," or a staging area for the



new gener-ation of offshore support vessels
that are on average 250 feet long, having
beam widths of 50-60 feet and requiring 20
feet of draft. But the window of opportunity
is a relatively small one  up to five yeats! as
Cameron faces stiff competition from Sabine
Pass and Galveston.

According to Falgout, infrastructure and
adequate funding are a prerequisite. Monkey
Ishnd and the port and private property across
the channel are excellent from the standpoint
of size and waterfront access. But a fixed-

span bridge to the island is a necessity, and a
complete port master development plan
needs to be prepared as a step in the process.
Such a master plan must address the issue of
local port development funding through an
ad valorejn tax. The community must take
control of its destiny in regard to this type of
development. It can no longer entirely rely on
federal and state monies. But local funding
will only become a possibility if the commu-
nity becomes involved in the planning and
education proccnses, and thus made aware of
how its tax dollars will be dedicated to such

an endeavor. It becomes an issue of faith and

trust in local government.
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While communities may not be able to
influence global forces, community leaders
can promote economic development by

Strong leadership is essential for sustained
economic development to take place in
Cameron. Furthermore. such leadership
must be found beyond the traditional,
govermnental arena. Cameron, much like
other parishes in the state, has historically
relied on its elected officials to carry the
overwhelming share of leadership responsi-
bilities. The leadership burden needs to be
better distributed with civic and business
groups, and the citizenry at-large. The task
at hand is daunting, in light of the national
and global trends and Cameron's needs,
particularly in the areas of public infra-
structure, coastal wetlands and fisheries, and
coastal recreation and tourism.

Thus, economic development responsi-
bilities need to be shouMered by a touch
broader leadership base. Cominunity buy-in
is essential and it can only be secured by
involving more people, from diverse back-
grounds with a variety of views, They need
to be sought out, trained and nurtured, and
given more responsibilities, even at the risk
of creating possible political rivals. 4 this
very competitive. global environment it is
simply not enough to have natural resources,
adequate infrastructure, sufficient services,
and other attributes unless adequate and
ample leadership can help provide direction,
planning assistance, and support for
implementation.

�! mnoving the social barriers associated
with development in srnaH towns and rural
areas while �! taking advantage of the
characteristics of these areas that can

facilitate development One of the most
effective means identified in the commurnty
economic development literature involves
developing existing or indigenous economic
and social resources and infrastructure. In

this way, the community can better meet the
daily needs of its residents and provide a
foundation for sound economic develop-
ment.

Community development in rural areas and
small towns faces special socia1 conditions
that interfere with community action, or
coHec tive efforts to solve local problems.
One problem is the population of smail
towas. Because of their size, sinall towns
have difficulty in meeting the daily needs of
their residents. Distance from larger cities,
major centers where better jobs, crucial
services, and information resources are
concentrate is also a problem. As
residents look to other locations and sources
to fulfill their needs, their local commit-
ments and interests are weakened.

Social conflicts can present formidable
barriers to community development. One
common source of community conflict is the
pursuit of particular outcomes by special
interest groups rather than the pursuit of an
overarching, shared interest. Therefore,
community leaders need to be prepared to
solve conflicts and develop shared short-
and long-term goals.
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Leadership and organization are pre-
requisites for long-term success. Experience
has reaffirrxted this belief. Those commu-

nities that possess a wiHing and motivated
local leadership are able to learn, organize,
and convert their new-found knowledge into
success. Most typically, economic
development leaders �! stand to gain &om
development; �! are eager to see the
comxnumty grow and develop; and �! are
very positive and proactive individuals.
The country is moving toward decentrahzed
decision-making, and thus the role of
community leaders in Cameron Parish is
going to become increasingly important.

Securing new leaders is a first step in
planning for the future. 'Htey can come
from a variety of places. They can emerge
because an issue or concern poses a threat to
their personal world; or they respond to
being told they are needed and can do the
job. Sometimes they are nurtured as young
people because they have an obvious
leadership quality; or they are xetirees
wanting to give something to the commu-
nity. Leaders come from all segments of
society for a variety of reasons, but each
must have willingness to work for the good
of the community.

Cameron has several organizations that can
help expand the leadership base. The
Chamber of Commerce and Lions Club are
the most prominent groups and in a position
to xecruit new members and take on
additional economic developinent responsi-
bilities. Church groups and corninercial
fisheries associations might also consider
becoming active in the Geld, particularly in
the conflict resolution realm.

Leadership is no longer just being in charge.
It involves facilitating, motivating, learning,
rnentoring others, and collaborating and
cooperating with diverse groups and
individuals. It involves improving the

quality of life for a community. Good
leaders do not worry about the traditional
hierarchy of leadership or of being elected.
They just do it, pulling together the
resources they need whtie xx~tng that
resources are human as well as financial.

~ers today have a diKcult job. It's not
easy changing from the old ways of decision
maMng based on the old rules to new ways
based on new rules. They deal with issues
of everyday life that the old structuxe of
government and competing interest groups
have lunited ability to address. There are no
stand-alone issues or concerns; each

overlaps others, producing fewer clear
boundaries for problem solving,

Because of these changing roles in govem-
ruent and the needs af communities, many
parishes have reconsidered their form of
government. About a third of the state' s
parishes have concluded that, whereas the
Police Jury system served them well during
many years when administrative and
legislative functions could be consolidated,
there is now a need to separate these
functions. Nineteen parishes have opted for
a new system that enables them to better
execute parish-wide decisions.

Carneron Parish should consider such a
change in light of the challenges and
opportunities that are described throughout
this report Too many of the issues that
confront Cameron, notably those in
cominunity and economic development, are
parishwide in nature. It is extremely
dificult for a ward-based system, such as
the Police Jury, to agree on parishwide
directions. A unifying executive voice,
elected at-large, is needed in order to
compete in this intense state, national, and
global arena There must be a vision, a
strategy, and planning that leads to a. unified
front. Ideas and projects must be prioritized



with everyone working toward a common
goal to their successful conclusion.

It might also be time for Cameron Parish to
consider the possible incorporation of
several commmities that have distinct needs
and are unable to meet them under the
present system. Perhaps a inayor-alderman
system can be considered for the towns of

eron, Hackberry, and Holly Beach.

BaclqprettntL Parishes in Louisiana may
select from the following types of local
grnenunent: the police jury, home rule
charter  parish council!, and commission.
The commission form of government has
been available since 19 14, but no parish has
ever had an election to adopt this type of
government. Currently, 19 of the 64
parishes have home rule charters, and this
includes four city-parish consolidations�
Orleans, East Baton Rouge, Terrebonne, arid
Lafayette.

PoUce Jury. Police jury powers are hmited
through legishttive statutes and the state' s
constitution, and the basic structure of the
police jury is set by law. Each ward is
entitled to one police juror and additional
jurors tue in proportion to parish population.
Therefore, the number of police jurors in
each parish varies from as few as five to as
many as 16.

The pohce jury is both a legislative and
've body. Legislative functions

include enacting ordinances and resolutions,
establishing programs, and setting policy.
Administratively, the police jury prepares
the budget, hires personnel, spends funds,
negotiates contracts and, in general, directs
the activities under its supervision. The
police jury has some flexibility as to how
administrative duties can be carried out and
can centralize these duties to some extent.
Ties responsibility may be delegated to the
police jury president, who is selected from

among the jurors, or a manager may be
hired, or committees may be formed within
the jury, or administrative duties may be left
to the entire jury. UsuaRy, police juries have
no provisions for a strong chief executive
ofhcer. If committees are formed, they
wo* with the parish officials in their
respective functions and report regularly to
the police jury. They may suggest changes
in the regulations governing their particular
activities, but all their actions must be
approved by a majority of the members of
the police jury.

Quneron's police jury is no exception. Its
legislative functions include "enacting
ordinances and resolutions, establishing
programs, and determining policy." As an
administrative body, "...it prepares the
budget, hires personnel  approximately 100
employees!, spends money, negotiates
contracts, and directs the activities under its-
supervision"  Carneron Parish Development
Board, 1990!.

Its specific responsibilities include the
"...construction and operation of roads and
bridges, drainage, fire protection �1 fire
stations!, waterworks  six districts!, parks
and recreation  six facilities!, airports,
hospitals, ambulance services, port com-
tnissions, libraries, health units, solid waste
divisions, industrial development boards,
civil defense, mosquito control, courthouse
and other public buildings, senior citizens'
services, sewerage districts, drainage  five
districts!, veterans aid, food stamps,
agriculture districts, and county agents,
youth services, voter registration, licenses
and permits, and coastal zone management."

Historically, jurors have tended to be biased
in the representation of their wards. This
favoritism is a logical result of a juror's
role as a legislator who represents the
constituency that elected him in the first
place. This also means that the parish as a
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whole is not represented. The iuost
frequently cited reasons for abandoning the
poRe jury systein have been the lack of
efFiciency, the aforementioned xepresen-
edon issue, and low cost effectiveness,
which xuost believe stern from the structule

and organization of the system itself.

Home l4Ile Charter. Home rule is limited
self-governxnent in the organization and
rnanagernent of local affairs. A home rule
charter provides the structure and organiza-
tion, powers and functions of the parish,
which may include the exercise of any
power and performance of any function
xxelxssafy.

There are two ways that the local govern-
xnent of a parish may secure home rule
powers: �! creation of a Parish Charter
Commission and approval by the voters of a
home rule charter. The cornrnission may be
appointed by the police jury, or the police
jury may call an election to elect such a
Commission, or the voters may call for the
election of a Parish Charter Commission by
petition of not less than 10 percent or 10,000
of the resident registered voters, whichever
is f'ewer. The commission must consist of
not less than seven nor more than 11

members who continue in ofHce until a
charter is accepted or rejected by the voters.

�! Voters may give a police jury additional
general powers by voting favorably for a
proposition for that purpose, However,
struelure, organization, powers, and func-
lions of the pohce jury are still mandated by
law.

There are several types of home rule
charters, and Cameron should investigate the
advantages and disadvantages of each type.
The President-Council Charters are more

prevalent and typically provide for a strong.
full-tixne chief executive, elected at 1arge.

The president norxnally has strong
appointment and veto powers, including an
item veto over appropriations. In some
parishes, the president is the administrative
manager as well as chief executive. In other
parishes, he appoints a chief administrative
ofHcer or assistant to 611 that role.

Caddo Parish has the only true Council-
Administrator Charter now operating in the
state. WhQe Caddo's organizational chart
looks similar to that of a police jury with a
manager, the role of the administrator difFers
significantly from that of the manager. The
Caddo home rule charter clearly separates
legislative and administrative functions.
Although appointed by and serving at the
pleasure of the council  referred to as a
commission!, the administrator has both the
responsibiTity and authority to supervise
parish operations.

For 20 years, Plaquernines Parish operated
under the only true commission form of
goverxuuent at the parish level in the state.
The 1966 home rule charter set up a five-
rnember commission, elec ted at large but
with district residenoe requirements. The
commissioner from each district headed a
specific department. As the result of a
reapportionment case, a 1982 court order
forced the parish to expand the commission
to nine members, all elected from single-
ineinber districts. The adrninislxation was
further divided to give each commissioner a
department to head. This unique structure
was quite expensive, particularly
considering the sinall parish population.
Parish voters in 1936 selected the pxesident-
council form of government to replace the
comxnission in 1987. Under the new charter

the president is a strong chief executive
and the nine-member council, elected
from districts, have no adininistrative ro1e

in those functions placed under the
president.



The city-parish consolidation is a snuc~
adaptation which may provide unified
government in a metropolitan ates- T
solution is more complete when the
metropolitan area is contained withm one
parish, but it can be very effective m
reducing governmental fragmentation even
where only the central city and its parish can
be combined. New Orleans has a strong
mayor~uncil form of government with a
se«n-member council  five elected from
districts and two at large!. The council
selec»ts own presiding officer. East Baton
Rouge Parish has a strong mayor-president
council form of government, which has
incorponlted modern administrative
structure and procedure. The Terrebonne
ParLsh Consolidated Goveriunent has a
strong presidentwouncil form, which
provides for an adequate separation of the
legistative and executive branches.

In 1988 St. Bernard Parish adopted the
president-council form of government with
seven councilmen  one is elected from each
of the five districts, two are elected at-large!.
The parish had a declining economic base
and found that it had to actively solicit
business prospects. With the adininistrative
problems that come with a growing popu-
lation, it found that it needed a political
systetn that encouraged cooperation and
provided for a strong leader and council
with the whole parish's interest in mind.
They wanted a system that provided for
sufficient checks and balances of the presi-
dent as weU as the councilmen  Chapman!.
The parish worked for many years for this
type of government, and in November 1988
their home rule charter passed by a vote of
73 percent.

In Lafoutche, the Police Jury was eager to
obtain the power that a horne rule chart r
could give them. So it appointed a 21
member commission to draft a ch~r and

it submitted a document containing many
changes but virtuaHy retaining Lafourche's
traditional structure of government. The
commission became ernbroiled over two
controversial issues and to avoid opposition
included these alternate proposals, to the
form of government and apportionment of
jury membership, on its charter ballot
 Iaeinpeter!. Lafourche was the first parish
to vote on a horne rule charier, and on
August 14, 1976, the parish approved a
16-member parish council with 15 meinbers
elected from single inember districts and a
president elected at large.

Drafting the home rule charter is not an easy
task, and care should be taken since it can
only be amended or repealed through a
majority vote at an election held for that
purpose. Members of the commission spend
long hours and sometimes years working on
the document that is presented to the voters
of a parish. The members elected for the
commission should be selected from those
who have the interest of the entire parish in
mind, Much can be learned from parishes
that now have horne rule charters, the
problems they encountered, what should be
changed about their charter, and what seems
to work best. But in each situation the
charter is tailored to a parish's specific
needs.
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Cameron parish, located on the southwest corner of the state, has the largest land mass of any
parish covering l,400 square miles or about 900,000 acres. Much of this land �50,000 acres! is
considered to be coastal wetlands, According to the U.S, Bureau of the Census, the population
for the parish has declined about 4% from 1990-1994.
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Table AI: Population Statistics for Cameroon Parish, Coastal Study Parishes, aud Louisiana

kerce: Louisiana Population Data Center.

Projected by Louisiana Population Data Center
+he study area includes the nine coastal parishes. Ordy Westbank is included in JefFerson Parish.



Table A2: population Estimates for Coastal Stady Area, 1990-1994

199' 1993 19941990 1991

-3. 7581%Cameron 8,993 8,91Z9,0849,Z60 9,208

69,554 70,317 3.6385%70,78268,297 68,935

210,640 210,689 210 936207,109 209,032

86,669 86,91285,860 86,31886,196

Plaquemines

St. Bernard

57,311 57,184

99,688 100,359

Vermilion 50,055 50,60250,062 50,323 50,794 1.4764%

Total 667,855 671,908

4,220,164 4,241,394

675,478 676,449 678,317

4,273,122 4,290,37]. 4,314,974Louisiana

Source: Popelatiorr Estimates, dc Poprdation Distribution Branches USBureau of the Census

*Estimate of Westbank of Jefferson Parish only.
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Jefferson~

Lafourche

St. Mary

Terr ebonne

25,575

66,63 1

58,086

96,982

25,509

66,510

58,133

98,323

25,750

66,568

57,862

99,379

25,397

66,783

25,454

66,984

% Change
90-94

1.8478%

1.2253%

-0.4731%

0.5298%

-L5529/o

3.4821%

1.5665'/o

2.2466%



Table A3: Population per Square Mile, Median Age, and Education levels for Cameron Parish
and Louisiana

Source: Statistical Abstract of Louisiana 1990 and 1994.
As a Percentage of population 25 years and aver.

Table A4: Personal Income and Income per capita for Cameron Parish and Louisiana

Source: Statistical Abstract af Louisiana

Total Personal Income
Personal income in thousands of dollars
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The analysis techniques used are strictly tools which help us define the larger picture of
«Cameron >arish economy, and as such it is iinportant not to get bogged down in the details
of the data. For example, there are times when businesses change their processes. It then
becomes difficult to interpret which category to place them in. For that reason, there inay be
instances where certain businesses appear to have been left out, when in reality, they are listed
under a different category.

The source for these data was "County Business Patterns," which provides employment
data by place of work. "County Business Patterns" is published annually by the U.S. Census
Bureau. There are certain limitations to these data. 'The data generally represent the types of
einployment covered by the Federal Insurance Contributions Act  FICA!. Data for employees
of establishments totally exempt from FICA are excluded, as are self-employed persons,
domestic service workers, railroad employees, agricUltural production workers, most
government employees, and employees on ocean borne vessels or in foreign countries." [CBP
Documentation]. Because of the nature of the data, employment is iinderreported.

Shift-Shiire Analysis

What is Shift-Share Analysis?

Shift-Share Analysis is a tool used to analyze employment in a parish economy. It helps
us compare with how others are doing.

Why do we use ShiA-Share Analysis?

Our goal in using shift-share analysis is to explain the shifts in parish employment over
a given period and to help parish leaders make plans for economic development.

How do we use Shift-Share Ana]ysis?

We isolate the factors that affect einployment and observe the effect each factor would
have if nothing else changed.

What are the factors?

I Growth Effect
I Industry Mix Effect
I Share Effect



What do these factors tell us?

t The Growth Effect shows the degree of change in employment attributable to the
total change in employment in that sector of the larger economy as a whole.  Here, we will
loo]t at Cameron Parish as it relates to the United States and as it rehtes to Louisiana.! For
example, if water transportation in Cameron Parish had grown at the same rate as the national
growth rate in the transportation and public utihties sector, Cameron Parish would have added
32 jobs in this industry.  See National Growth Column Table 82.!

I The Industry Mix effect shows the change in employment attributable to changes in
individual industries. It explains the effects of the distribution of employment among faster and
slower growing industries compared with the national distribution. For example, the water
transportation industry declined at the national level. Because of this national decline, Cameron
Parish water transportation employment would have been expected to decline by 52 jobs. When
we add the growth effect and the industry mix effect, we see the potential change in
employment attributable to economic forces outside the area. We would expect parish
employment in water transportation to decline by 20 jobs.

I The Share Effect is what is left over. It shows the amount that employment in each
industry changed relative to its own industry at the national level. It is a measure of whether the
parish is gaining or losing national share in the industry. If the parish economy follows the
same course as the economy as a whole, this number will be zero. The variation from zero tells
us how much employment the parish gained or lost compared with what it shou@ have gained
or lost in relation to the larger economy  U.S. or state!. In the water transportation industry,
Carneron Parish lost nine more jobs than it should have lost.

What are the implications to Cameron Parish".

The bottom line in using Shift-Share Analysis is to show how the industries within
Cameron Parish fared compared with the U.S. and the state of Louisiana. Between 1985 and
1993, employment in the U.S. grew by 18.12 percent and employment in Louisiana grew by
9.52 percent. During the same period, employment in Cameron Parish grew by 4.39 percent
Just lookiiig at these numbers, we can tell that Cameron Parish fared worse than the U.S. and
the state of Louisiana as a whole. With Shift-Share Analysis, we can point to the numbers in
the parish Share column to see how many jobs the parish gained or lost due to the performance
of local employers relative to the nation or the state

Location Quotient

What is the Location Quotient?

The location quotient is an analytical ruler used to measure relative employment
concentration. If all numbers are close to one, the parish economy is roughly diversified to the
same extent as the U.S. economy.
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W 3' do we use the Location Quotient'.

We want to Raow in which industries Cameron Parish's emplo yment is concentrated
The location quotient con'tributes to the overall picture of the strengths and weaknesses of the
parish. Leaders can then target industries which are compatible with existing industries, or they
can target areas of need within the parish.

Witat does the Location Quotient teil us?

4 If LQ =1: industry emp]oyment in the parish and in the U.S. is concentrated to an
equal degree.  In 1994 Carneron Parish and U.S. employment were roughly
concentrated equa1ly in depository institutions.!
< If LQ� parish employment in the industry is concentrated less than in the U.S, pn
1994 Cameron Parish employment in general merchandise stores was one fourth as
concentrated as in the U.S.!
< If LQ ! 1: parish employment in the industry is concentrated more than in the V.S.
Qn 1994, Carneron employment in oil and gas extraction was approxiinately 25 tiines as
concentrated as in the U.S.!

What are the implications to Carneron Parish?

Location quotients do not have right or wrong answers. They can tell us where the
strengths and weaknesses of the parish lie and possibly where economic development efforts
should concentrate.

Firms often locate near other similar businesses in order to benefit from external
economies of scale. A location quotient greater than one relative to the U.S. can suggest
possible areas of strength for the Parish to target new businesses or expand existing business
opportunities within that industry. In Table B5, we see several areas Ut which Cameron Parish
employment is more- concentrated than the V.S. These areas include heavy construction, the
manufacture of food and kindred products, water transportation, and business services.

A location quotient less than one relative to the U.S. can suggest areas of weakness in
the parish. Some weakness is unavoidable. For instance, the location quotient for local and
suburban transit is zero. This stands to reason since the parish has no major metropolitan
population centers. Capitalizing on parish needs as potential business opportunities for
investors inside and outside the parish can turn other weaknesses into strengths. Some striking
examples include the need for hotels, general merchandise stores, and apparel and accessory
stores.
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Table B'l: Employment Data and Subsequent change: United States; 1985-1993
slccobe TITLE 1993

Afini 436
217 4 74

1200 Coal Mini 179 731 113948
-2'l7 MS

tflin - nonmetaIIIc minerals 4 810
4 479 S33 4 4110
1 183 113

H consbuctkrn other than bubd' -11 645
8 iat trade contractors 2731 774

kfa nurser 193 381 1 SS
1 498 0781 420 440 5.47%

2100 Tobacco ucts 37 189 -15 512
2200 Textile mill oducts

1 124 982 -152 -1359%
Lumber 8 wood not furniture 713 18 388 2.80%
Furniture 5 fNtures 476 468 -19 194 .3.S7%
Pe 6 allied oductsI 2600 61B 086 7 746

2700 1 416 5.97%
Chemicals & aSied ucts -7 40'l

Petroleum ref n' 6, related 130 320
786 098

-17 338 -13.30%
149 70 19.

11 964
915 186Rubber 8 mi

3100 154 S 104 747 81 41.99%
Stone lass and ~e 471 ft39 74 493 -13,64%

~ 121 987 -15.89%
Fabricated mebd not roschi 8 lra 1 3710721 499 31S ~ 128 246 4tMX
Industnarl & Ccmmelatal ma
Electronic not corn r

2 104 4SS 1 749 735 -354 751 -18.88%
1 424 351 Q1E1%

3700 7 ra ' ui 1 601 5541 770477 -168 923
Measun anal ' 6 contrctli insbuments
htisc. rnf . industries

' 3800 615 253 878 379 42,77%
375 501'376 070

7rano ation d Public UbNies 8 621 550 16.'74% I
37.19%

606 015

Local S suburban transB
Motor fre' ht trans,

4100
4200 1 3543 ' 347 316

Water Tra tian 181 495 162 47S ' -19 017 10.49%
485 810 ~ 41.96%

-.13%17 1431T 165
277 3364700 Tran rtation services 363 103 '

1262 616
624 394

1 658
924 373

Communications
Electric s, 8 san' sensces

17
12.13%

5 626 007
3 165 867

633 147
248 574

6 26& 154
3 414 441

Whofese/e

5100
15.39%2 170 192

16 861 827
2 504 260 334 068

19 776 732 2 924 905
Wholesale-nondurable

ReteÃ 17.36%

Id materials hardware arden su mobile homes 18.94%110 848
1 941 599
2 595091

General merchandiae Stare@
Foocf Stares

10.32%!
16.68%

200 385
432 737

2 141 964
3 027 826

Automotive dealers & asoline service stabans' 5500 15.53%
i 5600 rel 6 ac stores 19.54%

Home furniture fumishi s 5 ui menti 5700 6 727 616 14255155302 103
2 133 447

Eatin 8 Orinkin ces
Misr.. Retail

1357%2 422 923 269 475
6 004 336 15,01Finance frisurarrce d Reei Estate 901 367

507 197
institubans

hlo it credit inslilutians -259 959
'I12 76

6200 I Sec ' 8 ~' brokers
6300 ' Insurance carriers

317 5831 570 356
102 569 i553 418

1 144 636
6400 i Insurance ants brokers and service 666007 i

16.64 4
6500 Real Estate 31.48%

Mold tt other investment offices
Services

49,741'3 256 944 18715 519
1 527 126Hotels raomi houses cern 5 other 17.17% '1635971 252 777
5 832 2614 272 2017300 ffusiness servges 675 822 227 984

Automative ir services and 903 605,
439 495 1'l2 986

htisc. re ir services 119.17%
Motion ' urea 766045 ' 433 20311 201 248

6336 550 i 10403 118 i
Health services 685 456 962 374 276 916

29 65%1517 16200 Educabonal services
1 290Social services

Museums art atlenes botanical Bzool ' I rdens 35
32 9CiX1 551 969 2 062,501 510 532

Membershi or anizaticns
2 589,639

-93.36 4l,'279 237 11942 7
6900 Misc services

SourCe' BureaLI Of the Census; County EiuSineSS Pattefrls 1985-1ci93
84

Tra rtation b air
P ines natural s

S700 i En ineerin a rsrch m 6 related services

4 916635
267 259

1266227

1 854647
1 033 574

630 753

1 587 852
743 092
337 550

1 252 773

193 316
21 543 425

1 264 269

1 992 774
1 194 121

754 024

138 127
160 547
123 271

31.94%
-34.98%
3325%
25.35% '
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Table B3; Ernployfnent Data and Subsequent change: Louisiana; 1985-1993
1985 1993 chan e %chan eTITLEStCC 008

46.23%81 489 44 629 %6 860
17Metal minin

23421200 Coat Minin -19
-29 724

98 535 94 557 6 978 4.04%
21 525 13 684Buildin construction

Hea construction other than buildin s
6 2121700 S ial trade contractors

Jof enufecruri n 3 168 1.76%
2000 Food & Kindred roducts -1 84 -.97%

102100 Tobacco ucts
1 301 5 0452200 Textile mill oducts 3 744

2 217rel
2400 Lumber & wood roducts not furniture

Furniture & fixtures -16.72%927 -1552500
10 339 12 2692600 Pa r & allied roducts 1 930 18.67%

-1 169 -11.16%
2 87ok

Petroleum refinin 8 related
90.50%1 9253000 Rubber & misc, sties

2193100 141
7 154 5 343 -1 81132DD

674
1 362

60,71%3600
-2 3843700

Misc. mf . industries -549
Tra ation & Public Util/ties -11 326

4.51%4200

819 204600
1774 046 4 223 4.37%4700

610
8.26%

6 695Wholesale
6 3225000 Wholesale-durable

81%291Wholesale-nondurable5100
Retail 13 333

6.51%-9755200
2.53%5300

6 512 13.13%49 600 56 112Food Stores
2.42%Automotive dealers & asoline service stations 799

-14.57 k-2 874arel & accesso stores
3.57%5700

12 755 14.39%

Misc. Retail5900
FinanCe insurance & Real Estele

1 452 5.29%60QD
-7 0836100

152

214
1 515
-150

166 505
2.75%
7.42'%1 145

19 248
2 709
1 857

7800
7900

94 6038000
3 415i. al sewices8100
7 268Educabonal services
9 0728300

27.13%6 47923 880 30 359Membershi or anizations8600
31 832En ineerin acct rsrch m t & related services8700

-18 865 -94.50%19 984 1 099Misc services

Source: Bureau of the Census; County Business Patterns, 1985-1993
87

Oil & Gas extraction
Mini - nonmetallic minerals

2700 Printi biishin
2800 Chemicals & allied ucts

Leather 8 Leather roducts
Stone cia lass and co~crete
Prima metal industries
Fabricated metal not machine & trans,e ui
Industrial & commercial machine
Electronic not corn uter
Trans rtation e ui ment
Messurin ana in & controllin instruments

Local & suburban transit
Motor frei ht trans .
Water Trans rtation
Tran ortation b air
Pi lines exce natural as
Trans ortstion services
Communications
Electric as & sanita services

Bld materials hardware arden su mobile homes
General merchandise stores

Home furniture fumishin s & ui ent
Eatin & Orinkin laces

De osito institutions
Nonde osito credit institutions
Secur' & cornmodi brokers
Insurance carriers
Insurance a ants brokers and service
Real Estate

6700 I Holdi & other investment offices
Services

Hotels roomin houses cern & other lod i laces
Personal services
Business sewices
Automotive re air services and rkin
Misc. re air sewices
Motion ictures
Amusement & recreation services
Heatth services

Social services
Museums art alleries botanical &zool ical ardens

68 326 38 602
2 194 1 8'I3

26 321 35 826
50 457 44 245

177 735 180 903
18 943 18 759

8 622 10 839
11 172 12 728

10 476 9 307
28 185 28 993
11 393 10 752
2 127 4 052

3 313 2 639
12 799 14 161
9 090 9 585

'l1 296 5 568
22 926 20 542
1 098 1 760
2 079 1 530

108 124 96 798
3 741 4 737

20 851 21 791
31 665 20 179
7 194 5 826

17 356 16 546
19 476 21 064
90 708 84 013
52 675 46 353
36 032 36 323

291 237 304 570
11 457 10 462
37 097 38 035

32 998 33 797
19 730 'l6 856
10 335 920 704
88 631 101 386
32 101 31 101
85 087 79 918
27 465 28 917
12 906 5 823

'I 867 2 019
15 218 14 594
10 720 10 934
12 550 14 065
2 887 2 737

316 592 483 097
19 991 20 541
't5 434 16 579
62 037 81 285

9 761 12 470
9 387 11 244
1 640 3 202
9 069 13 275

92 506 187 109
13 968 17 383
19 006 26 294
'l8 500 27 572

343 'I 336

-11 486
-1 366

-1 000
6 169

-45.24%
43.50%
-17,37%

36.11%
-12.31%

233.33%
287,76%

25.71%
13.93%

64.38%
-25.31%
-20,34%
10.64%

-10.40%
60.29%

-26,41%
-10.48'/o

-36.27%
-18.99%

-7.38%
-12.00'%

-3.12%
6.07/o

8.14%
-4.10%
2.00%

12 07ok
-5.20%
52.59'%%d

31.03%
27.75%
19 78ok
95 24ok
46.38%

102.27%
24.45 ok
38.35%
49.04%

289.50%
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